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PREFACE

In 1977 John Warden and I taught a class entitled ISSUES IN

COMMUN.ITY EDUCATION. One of our goals was ru publish a collection of

,papers that had been written by class members. Regrettably, we were unable

to puli it together. But the idea remained'appealing.

I.

Last spring semester, with nine agreeable st'udents, I decided to

try again. My goal was to givt; some Structure as well as format to the

papers but not to restrict-the choice of issues. Each writer was asked

to select an issue related'to community education, one that he or she

would like to further investigate. The class contained community educators,

_human service professionals, school administrators, graduate students with

and without, public school experience and an undergraduate'heading for a
r

social work career. The'm x was indeed diverse.'

'
The intent of each paper was to raise keY questions related to the

'particular issue, examine relevant literature and research and suggest

challenges for community educators. An exciting mix of issues emerged.

-

Moreover', the writers lOoked to ther fields for ideas and support.,
4

*

As g result, the:.references in several articles contain new and useful

sources.c

This proje,ct began as an experiment to do something useful with

papers written for a graduate education class. Typically, papers are

returned to students' and.there is little opportunitylto share the results.-

Hopcfully, the idea0(presented in e'ach paper will moiivate others to

expand the wdrk of this volume's writers.
A
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Any ot the tdriters can be reached through the Mtd.-Atiantic Center

for CoMmunity E'ducation. Your reactions and feedback would be most
r-

appreciateCi.

A would like to acknowledge the able assistance of Ginny Alley and

4
June Seay who typed the manuscript and assisted with the changes

necessary before final printing. Also, Carole Martinie destgned another

of her creative covers.

M. 11 . K .

June 1979

.
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COLLABORATION: AN ACHIEVEMENT, NOT' A GIFT

Rebecca Hutton 7.

Introduction

Collaboration has long been a favorite word in education's top forty

chart of jargon and catch phrases. More recently, however, it has' become

much higher on the \chart. It frequently appears in proposals written for

federal funding or philosophy statements written as part of a school's goals.
A

Webster defines collaboration as working jointly with others, especially in

an intellectual endeavor while Roget links it with words such as concurrence,

accord, and conformity. Yet, with such clear-cut definitions, there is still

much that one could associate with collaboration. Community educators use it

extensively, saying that it is congruent with their synergetic philosbphy.

However, collaboration seems to be something that is easier to talk about than

it is to do. Rarely are the effects of a collaborative effort evaluated.

There are questibils regarding collaboration that must be addressed

before community educators can begin enjoying its full benefits. Four areas

that.might be onsidered for these questions are: 1) Commitment, 2) Competitiony

and Creating, 3), Conflict,,and 4) Collaboration as a problem tather than ,a

solution.

4

WHAT PART DOES COMMITMENT PLAY IN THE
PROCESS OF COLLABORATION?

Making an agreement to have a collaborative process is an easy thing

to do. People talk, they nod their heads, they put things down in form of

resolUtions and in general they really believe they_all agree.

1
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To agree is simply to express approval. To make a commitment is to

make a decisive choice that involves a definite course of action. Commitment

aolidifies a positionlind attitude towards.a problem. It forces people to

decide, to bring-closure, usually so that something else.an happen.

People who choose to co/laborate must be willing to commit themselves

C'tthe ime, energy, thrust, and action that it takes to bring abOut a

uccessful collaborative effort. Community educators like to use a collaborative

problem solving approach.. They form councils and pull representatives

trom different agencies and areas of the community to serve on these councils.

Pooling resources anenonduplication of effort is discUssed and usually

agreed upon. But few agencies will actually commit thembelves to these ideas

if they can see in advance that this collaboration will take-away from their

4Pprograns Few people remain committed to the Idea of the whole being greater

than any of the parts when they find out their part is going to have to be

trimmed back in order for the whole to be greater.

According to Janis and Mann (1977),-commitment is learned at an early

age. When parents caution a child that he will be unable to go back on his

vord once he agrees to keep a promise or that he cannot renege once he has

accepted an invitation, they are giving direct instruction that may sometiMes

(
facilitate the development of d" mature concept 'of commitment. Because of

this developmental aspect, the'problem is often not that of commitment, but
'NNW

one of self-image. People learn early that they have to protect themselve&

by not going too far out on a limb for any reason. They prefer to be able

to change.their minds if things Ap wrong, and not be left holding the bag of

commitment to an idea that someone else formulated. School systems often

\ wond why other agencies don't readily agree td a joint effort in a c,ommunityoiN

4.
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eduation program and why they don't Always commit themselves to partixipate

in a collaborative problem solving process It has often been said of inter-

agency cooperation: Agenctes don't cooperate, the people in them do.

Community educators must remember that these people in all agencies have had

teactiings instilled in them since childhood regarding cdmmitment, and they

4nn"will bring these values with them as they plan for. communitNducarion.
Mann and Taylor (1970) have foUnd that commitment takes time. In

testing pre-school to college students, each time a commitment situation

was lntrodved, the decision making time was almost twice as.long aq ln a
k

non-commitment situatton, 'How often do school superintendents add the topic

of community education onto an already overflowing agenda for a school board

meeting and expect.board members to give it a rubber stamp commitment in a

period of 5-10 minutes? In some instances school systems have terminiAd

community education because real commitment never developed. As for

coflaboration, the program was not conceived with that in mind and unfortunately

did not live long enough ,to.develop the collaborative support of other agencies

that may have helped,it,to survive.

As described by 'M'irvis 'and Berg (1977), Change without commitment

is usually surface change. There might be change in the organization, but

there is no change in people's attitudes. Collabo'iation often occurs this

way. On the surface (or more often on paper) *things change, but izithout,,

- the fommitment of those involved, attitudes remain the same.

COLLABORATION OR CONFLICT: WHICH COMES FIRST?

There )L.s.,\a common thread'of conflict which is found in both collaboratiort

and commitment. One conflict-theory assumption is that during all stages of

decision making preceeding the first act of commitment, ehe more committing
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and consequential the decision is expected to-be, the more vigilant the decision

maker will become in trying to make a choice. Conflict for the decision maker

is often a 'result f..ccillaboration or it can bring about a collaborative process.

Conflict (either before or after-collaboration) is something anyone'planning,

a collaborative venture ShoUld think about and'be ready to contend with.

Speaking geuerally about collaboration and conflict, Bennis (1966) says that.

Nmericans pay lip service to all forms of cooperation, teamwork and togetherness.

One problem is that there is no social translation of this ethic. In Auf&rican

Society th'ere is a discrepancy between individualism and cooperation. The

attempt to coiibine these Iwo phenomena often results in antagonistic co-

operation (f igning harmony and acting autonomous). This sounds frighteningly

similar to what many community educators call their collaborative process.

Community education eould be described as a social change process which

provides a natural setting foi collaboration. But collaboration requires'

a set of interpersonal skills.

Why are collaboration and interpet'sorial skills so necessary in

facilitating social change? Any significant cAange in 'Organizajtons.involves

a rearrangement of power, status, skills, and values. Even collaboration

itself can be a significant change for those groups involved. Some groups

may benefit; others may lose. Some may view it as threateni g and reject it;

others may view it as enhancing, and embrace it. In any case, this type of

change may involve risk and fear.

TheKLis an irony,which is evident when examining collaboration and

conflict. It is seen clearly in conflict theory materials which commonly

include .a section on "resolving conflict thrdugh collaboration." Using the

community education model as an example, it is plausible that cqllaboration

9
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would be a possible stritp to e/id duplication, trust and turf problemS

thkillt customarily exist between schools and agenties.

When two or more parties (groups, agencies) join together to work on

common goals despite their differences, the process is called a collaborative
1

one. If the parties are using a process of.cooperation to find ways to

mutually assist each other, the foCus is upon finding commonality in the

relationship. With successful collaboratioff overt conflicts tend to be

side tracked, avoided or Ignored. The basis of conflict in a collaborative

approach is misunderstanding, incomplete information, and less ttthn adequate

commitment to the relationship. Leaping over the commitment process in the

-Lbeginning of any action plan is very likely to result later in confltct.

But what happens,if a collaboraiive effort is proposed first among

schools and.other agencies and it results in conflict? Robbins (1974) states

thanumbers alone can induce a conflict situation. Therefore,'as schools

seek to form working relationships with other agencies,,they must be ready

to deal vzithAlpossible conflitt. Also, as these groups come together and-
,

the desire for collaboratio9suppresses the spirit of coMbetition, some

groups might feel threatened by the absence of the competitive drive. There

is not much tatitude in.a collaboratiVe model for true competirion. Some

organizations chooAe not to collaborate for Chis reason. Many people gee

efficiency and productivity as being the direct 4rsu1t of competitIon,

which raises the question: Do competition and creativity vanish when

collabotaiion exists?

DO COMPETITION AND CREATIVITY VANISH
WHEN. COLLABORATION EXIST?

Quite often groups involved in collaboration .find thempelves going

j

1
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one step forward and two steps back for an uncomfortably long period of time.

Many agencies, including the schools, that areuSed to experiencing high leyels

of productivity start taking hard second looks at the idea of collaboration,

especially Nefficiency levels decline as'people spend more tiMe trying

to work together rather than working dlone to get something done.

Most people in today's society have grown up with the greet American

work ethic and its' sense of competition. Thoal is to work harder, longer,

faster, and better than those around you. That was the key associated wtth

success. With this type of value system it is often difficult for people to

function when they suddenly fincrthemselves in a group of people striving for

collaboration. Eiseman (1977) states that:

It is important to differentiate the collaborative
orientation from orientations with which it is some-
times confused. Those who typically adopt the competitiVe
orientation frequently confuse collaboration with accomodation;
they reject appeasement SA fail to recognize the extent
to which collaborators attempt.to satisfy their avin desires.

The-reverse is true for thoseyho typically adopt the
accomodative orientation: thAy frequently confuse
collaboration with competition; they reject domination
and fail to recognize the extent to which collaborators
attempt to satisfy other's desires. (p. 304)

Often groups join in a collaborative venture only to find themselves

stifled at attempts to be creative. Each one is normally-responsible for

pals'that will satisfy the needs of one agency. With collaboration, two

or more groups must struggle to find situations that will apply to all the'

groups vorking together. Only with time and effective leadership can groups

working collaboratively discover that this type of arrangement can be fertile

s.

ground for'preativitI. Wit4 more people involved, there are more resources

to use, both physical and financial. According to Donleavy and Pugh (1977),

to have a process that it not creative, complex, and multidimensional was to

Ij
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have cooperation, not collaboration. However, when collaboration and

cooperation are synchronized, creativity and the power of groups to produce

together,are maximized. Whenicollaboration begins to fail, cooperation can

continue in some groups: at least at maintenance le:rels. However, it is at

this stage that collusion, compromise, conflict mid Unhealthy competition

frequently emerge.

It should be recognized that'Some grou"Ao work better by themselves.

Their goals and philosophies are not conducive toAcollaborative relation-

ships. Often, these groups are coerced,into collaborative agreements that

becomelincomfortable. In situations of this sort,ocollaboration becomes a

problem, not a solutiOn, to a particular problem.

'COLLABORATION: DOES IT SOMETIMES BECOME
A PROBLEM RATHER THAN A SOLUTION? .

Collaboration is sometimes attempted.by grouff-expecting miracles.

Agencicts expect schools to endorse all their,activities, and schools expe6t

community groups to rubber stamp all their action pips. Smaller agencies

are often pulled in by more powerful 'Ones, hoping to gain from the more

pwarful agencies through collabdration. Little mention is made of what

they might contribute., Few peoplyn today's society, either singularly,or

in a group, enter into a relationshcp without asking, "What's in it for me?"

If established correcqy, collaboration can be an exciting undertaking.WIth

each person orpoup gaining some'benefits as well as contributing to the

success. However, collAboration is only a method of work. As good as it

sounds and as much-as some people would like to believe they are tollaborating,

there comes a time when groups need to assess their effort and make sure they

are making the wisestichoice.

41
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Havelock (1973) suggests that there are only three reasons why

collaboration works: First, it gets the people 'involved and motivated;

second, it improves the quality of the adoption because people understand it

better; and third, it may improve the quality of the innovation iLself.

Honesty, openness, and trust are all a part of the atmosphere of successful

collaboration. If groups have to b coerced, cajoled,,or tricked into this
, .

kind of relationship, then maybe one should think of otifer possibilities.

,Some agencies are not ready to allbw themselves thZ openness, trust, and,

shared power that are necessary when collaborating.

Conclusion p.

Successful collaboration in community education can be an exciting,

creative experience for any community. However, it is difficult and should

be attempted cautiously. The idea of working collaboratively Should begin

with specific objectives. Collaboration need not be construed to mean

uniformity or conformAy; the whole wild still have each-of its very

individuarlstic parts. Even with all of these things to consider, the

starting point for making collaboration a reality for community education is

the commitment to collaboration as an ideal.

3
g
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COMMUNITY EDUCATION: RESTORING A "SENSE OF COMMUNITY"

Caroline A. Vargas

Introduction

Community education, aa a concept, as progrTms, as local people

helping their neighbors, is gaining support from many people who would like

to restore a "sense of community" in their complex lifestyles. Modern society

has pi-ovided a higher standard of living, mobility, and other valuable op-

portunities, but these advancements have somewhat overlooked a person's basic

needs to contribute to AND benefit from a meaningful relationship 4ith others

within a community context. A modern version of "community" has come to

mean impersonal relationships, loss of personal control, alienation and indif-

ference. This version, a product of our complex, urban societyt has created

yearning for a return to the Gemeinschaft type of community. Minzer and-

vs.

Schmitt (1978) cite the following advantages of a smaller community. The

Gemeinschaft model provides the opportunity for people to develop a real "sense

of community" because people interact on a more personal basis. They can share

feelings of kinship, participate in 'community activities, and exercise informal

control

However,

-- characteristics which promote a sense of identity and belongingness.

re-instating this type of community into our modernized and technical

4
society, presents a rtal challenge for those who yearn for a renewed "sense of

community".

Kerensky (1972) indicates that education attempts to respond

to this challenge. Within the realm of education; modern society,has created

highly centraliztd schools, controlled by a professional bureaucracy. Local
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1, people who would like to gain more control and share in the decision making

Aocess of "their" schools turn to community education because it offers "an

aiternative organizational form to decentmlize and "debureaucratize" the

'American school " (p. 160). Even outside the realm of education, Community

education can secure this control and decision making power for local people

who want change. Commun ty education attemp to mobilize the available
, .

.

physical and human resources; therefore,it involves coordinators, educators,

representatives from local agencies, and an advisory council within the

community. Toother they plan and coordinate services and programs that

involve citizens. Stimulating this type of involvement aMong "neighbors"

enables the "neighbors" to renew their commitment to their community so that

they can then identify and solve their common problems on a local level.

This special group of people does more than work side by side. 'Aley

join together to form a small community among themselves. With common values

and purpose, they strive to develop those qualities of a "good community" as

defined by Sanders (1967). These people are leaders who see the "whole"

community and their needs, they work together to collectively solve problems,

they share a strong sense of loyalty and iiride, and lastly, they encourage an

exchange of resources between the local people and themselves. BecauSe the

interactions within this small circle can directly affect the quality of the

larger community, I believe that.the development of this inner community'spirit

is essential tO the goal of sustaining a "sense of community" among the local

citizens. Therefore, community education coordinators, educators, agency

representatives and council members face a challenge: they must make sure

this community spirit exists at this base level -- incorporated within their

organizational atructure, their lead rship styles, and their group processes,

so that everyone can feel that the9yf1e1ong to.a "good community".

17
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I will explo this issue by offering some answers to the following

. questions.

I. What features of community education's organizational form help
to foster a spirit of community?

13

2. What type of leadership, within the context of cOmmunity education,
t) will stimulate and maintain this sense of community?-

d 3. How do staff members of community education.programs promote this
community spirit in (heir group interactions?

or

4. Does this'"sense of community", experienced within this inner staff,tN
result in syiiQltstic effegts for the total community?

WHAT FEATURES OF COMMUNITY EDUCATIOWS ORGANIZATIONAL
FORM'InLP TO FOSTER A SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY?

According to Katz and Kahn (1966), all social organizations share

similar properties. First of all, an organization has a purpose -- it may work

to produce some type of output or it mayi just want db maintain the system.

Secondly, it has a formal role pattern which id ntifies the tasks and a

the functions of each task. Thirdly, an organi ation has an authority structure

-- a hierarchy of the defined roles that describes the chain of command, flow

of communication, and type of management. The type of rules system with its

Nappropriate sanctions is anothee property. And finally, the organization

develops ifs own ideology -- a system of norms, values and beliefs that the

organiZation's members shate.

These properties only create a framework for organizational structure;

the way that this framework is used determines whether the organization is

static or dynamic. Katz and Kahn (1966) describe the classical models of-

organization (Weber, Gulick, and Taylor) as based on the machine theory.

According to this theory, an organization clearly defines the purpose,

standardizes the roles, centralize; the decision makingspower, and rigidly

follows the estahlished rules. This type of organization.limits the control

.18
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to th2)se at the top level.of the hterarchy and deals w1t1,1. the worker as a
0." s.

machine that could be controlled and directed. McGregor (1960), des4040
-

'this attitude toward the,worker'as Theory X. This theory states that man

inherently.dislikes work and will avoid it whenever possible. Therefore, an

organization must coerce, cOntrol, direct, and even thre'aten the worker with

punishment so that he will work toward the established goals. Supposedly,

this worker prefers to be directed because he wants to avoid responsibility,

has little ambition, and wants secur\ity. According to the static organization,

the. worker's needs are far less important than the needs of the organization.

Our complex and modern society places great emphasis on efficiency and

production and tends to use this static framework that ceneralizes authority
c.

and controls decision making and autonomy.

At the other end of the continuum, the dynamic organization focuses

on the needs of the workers in relationship to the goals of the organization.

The dynamic organization is based on principles of integration such as*

McGregor's (1960) Theory Y. This theory places equal value on both'the needs

of the organization and the needs of the individual. The organization can be

more product ve 1f it adjusts its management practices according to the peeds

and goals of ts members. Likewise, the workers can best achieve their goals

by directing their efforts toward the achievement of the organization's goals.

Without thiA integration, the organization and its production will suffer;

therefore, the management is motivated to work for a more democratic authority

structure; a flatter 14erarchy that encourages open and direct communication,

and a flexible rule' system and jolidescriptions. One application of this
'

theory is described by Blake and Mouton (1978) asthe (9.9) grid theory.

Picture a coordinate graph or grid withitwo axes -- one represents concern for

production combined with a maximunk concern for people. According to this team

19
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management, committed workers recOgAize interdependence and their 'common goals

which encourage trust and respect. Through participation, involvement,

I\
comnatmeilt and problem solving, they strive for4high quality anil,quantity.

*

. Suci'essful production enables the workers to experience self-fulfillment.

Since the dyframic model encourages participation,'wmmunication, and

-integration between the needs of the organization and its workers, one would

expect'. community education to fit comfortably into this framework. Seay and

Associates (1474) cite properties of community education's organizational

struceurg.that could possibly induce a spirit of community. First of all,

this inner staff designs programs that answer some need of the people;

these programs aim for change and introduce new procedures. Secondly, this

group clearly defines job descriptions and responsibilities of the coordinator,

the staff, the school and the agencies. Although this feature sounds more

static, it can stills-encourage community. The presence of boundaries enables

/
people to know what is expected of them; GOCO this is spelled out, they know

what is required to do a "good" job, as defined by the program goals; Thirdly,

these programs rely on a relaxed hierarchy of authority. They involve the

staff, as well as the schoolo the agencies, and the citizens to be served.

Since the involved parties have equal footing, they create a flatter hierarchy

structure that encourages open and direct communication and coordination along

horizontal lines. The advisory council, which invetves the local citizens who

participate in the program, enables the citizens to communicate needs and

feedback'as well as share responsibility for the program goals. Another

feature, the system of rules, depends on the particular school.system and

responsibilities of the school board. Although this could inflict a Atifling

influence, the.coordinator's liaison role between the school, community and

the board can help to foster cooperation. The last A#ture, an ideology,
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or basic principle Of community education states that "the educational activities

are based upon the problems, needs, and interests of those for whom they are'

planned . . . . in the organizational and administrative structure there will

be provisions for official involvement of the people of Ole community served by

the community education program." (Sea/71974, p. 168) In light of this ideology,

I feel that these dynamic qualities of community education's organizational form

can definitely encourage the development of community within that inner ,

who can deliver this attitude of coimnona1itr through its programs.

,

WHAT TYPE OF LEADERSHIP, WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF COMMUNITY EDUCATION,
WILL STIMULATE AND MAINTAIN THIS SENSE OF COMMUNITY?

Katz and Kahn (1966) indicate a definite need for leadtrship within

any organization. The leaders often set the goals and Alan programs, either

directly or cooperatively. They organize the tasks according to time and

.define job descriptions. Leaders also exercise control by establishing rules

and monitoring the progress of the program. They define the authority

structure by their type of communication and the amount of authority they/

delegate to others. In addition to these basic requirements, leaders also

accept responsibility for the continuation of the program. Since the programs

never quite follow their griginal plans, leaders must be a q le to provide other

alternatives to achieve the original goals. Leaders 'must also provide direction
%

fot the organization to adapt to environmental changes and tutinnal growth

patterns. Perhaps most importantly, leaders must pay special attention to

compatibility between individual personalities and the specified tasks because

that also affects production.

This actual leadership role, basic to any organization, depends on

several variables such as those described by McGregor,(1960). He mentions

these four: personal chara eristics of thejeader, the personal characteristics

91
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of the followers, the purpoSe and structure of the organization and the nature

of Its tasks, and the social and political situation. Situational requirements

and time restraints also play important roles in determining the type of

leadership required and exercises.

In accordance with these variables of leadership, different styles

emerge. Clark and Stefiurak (1978) mention two styles -- leader-centered and

other-centered. According to the leader-centered style, the goals, direction

and creativiti are all derived from the leader rather-than from the people\

.Furt rmore, leaders tend to restrict any other efforts of71eadership by the

gr up. ,In this capacity, they try to encourage followers to work for them;

therefore, they must gain follower support for their goals. Thi's style seems

easier to manage because it involves fewer people in establishing goals and

emphasizes control to facilitate the achievement of the leader's goals. How-

ever, this style proves effective only as long as the leaders stay in control.

Control becomes an important factor; since only the leaders can have input for

change, they must be able to deal with resistance of the group and personality

corlflicts so that their goals are rtached. This emphasis on control, charac-

teristic of our efficient, modern society, has made many citizens feel alienated

from their leaders and feel less than committed to the goals of their organizations.

Taking anothee perspective, other-centered leadership offers a more

'facilitative and democratic approach mainly because it invests leadership in

followers as well as the leaders. The leader and follower roles seem inter-

changeable bicause others can assume leadership and responsibility as well as

participate in decision making. These relaxed roles encourage involvement,

and personal contributions to achieve the goals. This approach has its

advantages. The program has a better chance of survival because it relies on

a group of people rather thet just the leader. The diversity of the group

22 4.1
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contributions enables the grdup to set more comprehensive goals. Sharing these

diverse backgrounds And opinions encour4es objectivity in evaluatin$ the

suOsequent changes.- All together, Clark trod Stefurak (1974) state Nkat,"shared

leadership can exoeed the sum of ,effects attempted by individual member under

i o
one status leader." (p. 129)

40,
Blake and Mouton (1978) apply this concept of shared leadevship within

0'
4 ,

the (9.9) grid theory. Underlying the basic role of the leader, "boss"

tries to create those conditions that help both the workers and himself to

understand the problems and encourage them to participate and share responsibility.
,

Therefore, the workers can exercise self control and sW direction in pursuit

of objectives jointly established by the TEAM.

Community education uses the framework of the leadership role to ac-

comodate the facilitative style of leadership. Although this style invests

rmthe leadership in the other members of the group, the community education

coordinator plays a significant role. His ability to.integrate and coordinate

the programs through sub le strategies'can directly influence the effectiveness

of the programs. This parN.cular positlon involves many tasks but Ellis and

Sperling (1973) feel that the co rditiator's role as organizer is most important.

He does not organize "programs" ior people, but "rather, he organizes people

through the medium of Activities." (p. 55) One of the first moves that

coordinators make is to get to know the citizens, civic leaders, and board

members; therefore, their judgement and decisions will have more authority

because they are recognized as an integral part of the school and the

community. They then promote the citizens' Interest and desire for involvement

in the process of providing for their own needs and desires. ,Therefore, in

designing an appropriate program, the community develops the idea or goal of

93
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the program. The coordinators t,b,emdirect their.ideas and'assist them in

forming the ideas into a prograt They maximize use of all available facilities,

talent and resources. The community Will obviously play an intAgral role; 111

because coordinators encourage te community to do all tfie-things it can do

for itself. Therefore, they decisions by consensuS and determine the

validity of the program. In any case, the program's conception and adaptation

stays witliin the control of the community. The advisory coUncil of community

education provides good opportunities for shared leadership. The council

provide-s4or grass-roots participation so that the citizens themselves can

assess their needs, set goalsplan programs and evaluate progress. In other

words, because they assume leadership and responsibility, they can improve

their community programs.

HOW D()STAFF MEMBERS OF COMMUNITY EDUCATION PROGRAMS PROMOTE
THIS COMMUNITY SPIRIT IN THEIR GROUP INTERACTIONS?

Although certain group proces.ses have been covered somewhat in the

discussions on organization and leadership, this section will focus on group

interaction and the development of community spir

Most group or team efforts in designing programs involve assessing

needs, setting goals, planning programs, solving problems, and evaluating

effectiveness. Lippitt and Lippitt (1978) describe similar processes exercised

by "consultants". Like any planning team, consultants do a great deal of

research for facts to accurately assess needs and set appropriate goals. As

indicated by Blake and Mouton (1978), goals must be clearly understood, have

defined tasks which are challenging yet attainable, a reasonable time limit,

and standards for evaluation. In setting these'goals as plans for programs,

the consultants retrieve the appropriate alternatives available to solve the

problem. They knovt the available resources, the client needs, and how tb
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match them,accordiagly. Beyond this initial planning stage, different situations
A

arise in which the program staff must make decisions and solve problems. The

consultant becomes a joint problem solver with the client. Not Only do

consultants help clients diagnose obstacles to.organiultional effectiveness,

they also suggest alternative actions; therefore, they can expand the client's

access to resources as well as their own resource network. The (9.9) grid

Vheory (Blake and Mouton, 1978), also ascribes to this joint team effort.

Within the group, they decide who is affected by the problem and who has the

appropriate competence to offer assistance.

During the cour4e of the program and especially at the end, evaluation

of the program's progress plays an important role. Consultants (Lippitt and

Lippitt, 1978) do not play an evaluator's role but the role of observer.

Using a non-directive approach, they motivate the client to develop insight

and discover better methods. This.role demands a special relationship:

consultants commit themselves to the client and the'client must trust the

consul6nt's advice. Blake and Mouton (1978) have name(Lthis evaluation

process, "critique" -- a proceSs in which two or more people share their

opinions and viewpoints about a commonly experienced event. Critique ,can

be applied in the planning stages-of an activity to explore possible prob ms,

during the activity for concurrent feedback, or at the comPletion o

activity to evaluate and make future plans. In any case or in all thtee,

critique serves as a vehicle for team learning and problem solving.
IP

Community education uses this team approach in the advisory council.

Since its members serve in a community effort to solve the problems of the

larger community, these types of group processes may affect the council's

attempts to offer services and design community programs.

Cox (1974) defines the advisory council As "one type of group that



organizes foca voluntary effort toward solving common key community concerns

and/or interests:" (p. 30) The group works coLle*ctively. and coordinates its

etforts/to achieve common goals. They goals indicate that the individuals

Narganize the council for a specific purpose; it has direction and a defined

leadership. Although their decisidns M4 Lack the "faot" of law, these

decisions have significant power because the council assumes responsibility

tor andcan effectively achieve their stated goals.

Ileorder to achieve thse goals, the advisory council uses group

(processes similar to those implemented by the (9.9) team or'the cohsultants.

The council needs knegledge, based on facts, in order to effectively plan for

communiey programs. Since these programs include many interests and needs, the

council depends on sources such as official documents (federal, state and

local) and personal contacts with the influential leaders of the community.

At this stage, the council can effectively assess community needs by using a

task force. This temporary group involves more citizens for a limited.sommit-
41

ment of time, but for unlimiteclinput. This involvement enables more people to

develop community ownership with the help of the council.

Using this information on needs and interests, the council helps to'

implement actual'programs. The council prioritizes needs, fitvls resources and
4 4

,alternatives; and makes recommendations to policy makers and program planners.

In order for the council to deal with the problem of implementing of money. and

the actual program, it may try to continue to discover new resources and talents

or facilities and equipment to Share. Councils enable citizens to assume
%

leadership positions and can even provide them with appropriate training so that

they can better understand theivjob and its responsibilities.

During the course of these programs the council tries to determine,

through on-going rvaluation, if the programs adequately satisfy the intended

96
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needs. Proper evaluation depends on the established goals and priorities and

time span allotted. These serve as good Criteria to determine progress.

Periodic evaluation provides the chance to re-define goals ,. make adjustments

and find other resources. Post-evaluation provides another chance for a.

learning experience. The council can determtne the strengths and weaknesses

and use these to make better plans for future prograts.

The council's purpose and the success of its programs rely heavily on

its communication with the community. Its membership makes contact with

citizens, and familiarizes them with the council's purpose in order that the

community can feel comfortable enough to make their needs known.and become

involved. This involvement develops strong support for the council and makes

it a successful link\between programs and community.

DO,i THIS "SENSE OF C ITY" EXPERIENCED AMONG COMMUNITY EDUCATION,STAFF,
RESULT IN SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS FOR THE TOTAL COMMUNITY?

Webster (1975) defines synergy as "combined action or operation (as of

muscles)" and synergism as "cooperative action of discrete agencies such that

the total effect is greater than the sum of the effects taken independently."

Many community educators have attributed these same characteristics to community

education because bot cotwepts present new views of arranging available

resources. Kerensky (1976 sees synergy as a reaction to the analytical

thinking of the Machine Age -- which emphasized reductionism and mechanism.

Reductionism held that every object or system could be broken down Anto basic

elements which could then be analyzed in-depth. Any system consisted of

fragmented and distinct elements. Reductionism affected the school system as

,

well, as a result, schools became "closed systems" which tried to operate

independently of other agents within their environment

Just as the organization began to look beyond e needs.of its structure
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to include consideration of the needs of the workers, reductionism"gave way

to expansionism. Kerensky (1976) describes expansionism as "a notion that all

objects, events and experiences are parts of a larger whole." Therefore,

according to this theory, one can view the school or community as more ihan

just an aggregate sum of its parts '--- each part belongs to a larger system

and each part contains smaller systems within it.

Expansionism or synergy could explain the current yearning for a

renewed "sense of community". People want the "closed bureaucratic systems"

to open up and. allow the citizens to participate so that they can contribute
v. ,

to and. gain from the "whole" system. Citizens can use synergy to solve their

community problems. The citizens come together as representatives on councils

that can focus on common iproblems. Sharing their diverse solutions and ideas

emphasizes the true interdependence of their relationships within their system.

Folilthose citizen groups who have been unable to do this on their own, community

education offers the benefits of synergy. Community educators go beyond willing

,

collaboration; they abandon "turf" boundaries Of their respective agencies in

order to ,form a true union committed to synergistic endeavors. Once they have

accepted this challenge of synergism, they can bring people together to assess

fir

.

needs, share and develop resources. Increased involvement 'among communit

educators, agencies and citizens enables'all of them to share power, influence

and control over their community.

When community education incorporates synergy in its organizational

structure, leadership styles and staff interactions, "community" can become

more meaningful for the citizens who become involved. Community education has

developed new structural arrangements that have produced synergistic effects;

the efforts of the new union are greater than the sum of all their independent

efforts. The flatter hierarchy provides for wider representation of diverse

and individual backgrounds. This structure also encourages shared leadership;
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everyone can contribute to the decision-making process because they share

authority and responsibility for the?r. community. Since the coordinators,

edlicators, agency representatives and advisory council form a "community",

the inner community of staff members uses techniques of open communication,

pertodic feedback, and joint problem solving all of,which help them to focus

on the combined effects C-)f their joint endeavors.

Conclusion

The inner staff of coordinators, educators, agency representatives

and council members continually strives to reach a compromise between efficient

organization and satisfaction of individual needs. Although community

education advocates participation and shared responsibility, it also needs

1

ome organizational structut4. The relaxed hierarchy does facilitate

nvolvement and communiCation. However, workers need defined goals and

guidelines so as to eliminate the "disorganizing" effect of too much autonomy

and not enough direction. Community education distributes the leadership

power so that more. people can assume responsibility. HoWever, the coor inator

role requires the mastery of many skills to use in numerous roles. Coordinators

must assume 4 non-directive approach yet somehow, they must effectively motivate

citizens and coordinate their efforts'. Likewise, group interaction must reflect

a balance between the collective in,terest of the group, which stresses

comprehensiveness, and the individual interests which account for the desired

diversity.

This inner staff attempts to achieve this balance by incorporating

community into the existing structures of organization, leadership and group

processes. With the balance best suited for that community, this staff can

offer the people the chance to exercise autonomy andlleadership wdth the

certainty of defined guidelines. Therefore, together they can share
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leadership with expanded insight and they can exchange resources to solve

their.prohlems collectively. In summary, this interaction and involvement can

motivAte the coordlnators, educators, agency representatives, council members
- -

and participating citizens to renew their commitment to sustain a "sense of

community" for all.

r

3
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WHAT 1$ CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Jack Ogilvie

Introducticion

In American society today, the word participation has several different

meanings. In political terms, it refers to voting. By making choices about

comsumer goods, it is exercised in an economic sense. Socially, it refers to

mingling and joining with other people id some activity. In the most general

sense, it denotes doing something, becoming involved in some actikrity which

includes one or more individuals.

Educationally, for the majority of ieotile, the extent to which they

have participated has-been "reduced to receiving information from experts about \

school programs, voting for local_school board representatives (or bond issues),

or being polled about their preferefices" on education-related issues (Popkewitz,

1979, p. 206). For so many years, it has been built into the psychology Pthe

citizenry that everything would be taken care of in due time and in their best

interests. As Melby pointed out in 1977, this has resulted in the growth of a

bureaucracy of professionals. Professionals in education are individuals who

specialize in interpreting and attempting to meet the needs and wishes of citizens.

In many cases, the term professional has become synonymous with the tetra expert,

the latter referring to someone who "knows all the answers", and seeks little or-

no input from citizeps.

It may be safe to speculate that4ad the Korean War not occurred so

soon after WW2, had the Sputnik not orbited, had the Supreme Court not released

'an opinion on Brown v. Board of Education, the deep slumber intoowhich the

2732
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American participatory consciousness had subsided might never have been disturbed.

These events, and others which will be discussed have served to awaken the

ideal of citizen-activated democracy upon-which this country was founded.

The single most important event in the origination of the new participatory

democracy came with the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

in the 1960'sil With this Act, the Federal Covernment legitimized the concept

of parent involvement in education and education-related activities which

received, in any way, monies from the U.S. Treasury (Satrap, 1979). Coming

close on the heels of this legislation, the courts began to hand down decisions

which outlined due process, a device quickly put into use by an aroused school

community which-suddenly learned it had a vehicle and a 4et of rules wkich

permitted hard questions to be asked. The net effect oqsuch political and

procedural freedom was, According to Alden Lind (1973), predictable:

We have, fundamentally, a political revolution -- an exploding
demand by citizens for significant involvement in an expanded
political life.

(p. 317)

With respect to community life arid the educational services within it, this

demand has "focused upon obtaining a more equitable allocation of goods, services,

and yowledge" (Popkewitz, 1979, p. 205). The citizens had awakened.

WHAT IS CITIZEN PARTICIPATION?

Leon"Kumove (1975) has provided a purist's description of citizen

participation which has five aspects:- (1) an 'organized fictivity, (2) designed

for people who Are likely to be affected, (3) a direct and well defined role in

controlling or.influencing decision-making Processes, (4), interaction between

citizen participants and civil servants, and (5) "a method of achieving

intelligent discussion of issues, resolution of differences and/or disagreement

based on rationality and principle with respect for differing opinion and
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without fear or suspicion" (p. 318). Lee Green has identified five principres

of community participation: (1) ownership, (2) skill training, (3) situation

uniqueness, (4) representation, and (5) neutral party facilitation. Kaplan and

Tune (1978

1

have defined five levels of citizen participation (beginning with
,

the lowe1,. level): (1) citizen sUpport -- silent support, (2) citizen advisement
Is .

but with no decision-making, (3) citizen sharing in certain decisions,

(4) citizen sharing in all decisions, and (5) citizen control. ,

The definition of citizen participation is still elusive: writers

have described what it represents, how it is-stratified, and what goes on when

it takes place, but it isn't quite so easy to pin down why it exists in a few

succinct words. Citizens do get involved when they are given the opportunity,

or when they are sufficiently stirred up. As Lind (1975) noted, the struggle

for survival is less of a pioblem today than it was in the 19404s and before.

It hag been replaced by alienation. There has been less of a willingness to

mingle and share and, literally, closs-polinate one another's minds with ideas

and concerns. The result of these forces has been a developing need for a

voice in the affairs of community and of governmedt, a need to-let the profes-
\,...

sional bureaucracy hear in public forum, or at least in community assembly,

the concerns,that have lost their previous vehicle of expression.

6

Kaplan and Warden (1978) have compared citizen participation to the

consumption of spinach:

At
No one is against it in principle because it is good for .you.

d, like spinach, while we talk about the need for citizen
volvement, few of us truly wish to partake in very large

quantities.

(co.

,

A relevant question,,then, is how do we get enough citizen participation to

satisfy our needs yet not let it over-whelm the social processes that are vital

tc, a community.
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COnnor (1974) found several advantages in citizen participation,

including the view that citizens who participate,"cn't blame officials when

something goes wrong" (p. 325). He saw participation ai an antidote for

feelings of alienation, futility, powerlessness, and .as a means ofi utilizing

the technical expertise of the residents of a community.

DOES EDUCATION HAVE A ATTITUDE?

Allen Ornstein (1973) suggests that community participation may be a

slogan rather than a closely worked-out concept. Wtth respect to the schools,

Popkewitz (1979) states that reforms are limited to such devices as forming

parent advisory councils, organizing parent conferences, and hiring para-

professionals. Education professionals and sthool boards continue to determine

how best to involve the community (Tobias and tagar, 1979). Professiont;,13

have often resisted citizen involvement (Decker, 1975).

The conflict thus presented is's battle between those, who "want-veltial

relationships to remain as they are/and those who would see them altered"

(Holnar, 191, p. 250). The public schools have "been reactors, following the
A

pattern of community change" for many decades (Deshler and Er1i6h, 1972, p.

173). In this context, then, it is not that educators are opposed to partici-

pation, but rather that tradition has prescribed the role of waiting until the

dust'settles before maing a move. Fortunately, educators have been affected

by the same influences that have begun to envelop the ordinary citizen.

According to Owen Kiernan, Executive Secretary of the National Association

of ,Secondary School Principals, (cited in Decker, 1975): It's time we got the

school into the community and the community into the school. (p. 11) Katchaturoff

(1977) has urged that the,classroom be extended td include the community. Hatton

(1979) stresses that the power structure in education" 'must be changed to require ,

I.
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j6inC participation of school and community at every level" (p. 17). Charles.

I
W. Beegle (1973) expanded this concern fen he said:

'Our present institutions -- schools, local government, welfare
agencies, service organizations, etc. -- must become more
responsive to human needs.

(p. 18)

Deshler and Erlich (1972) saw the need for the school and the communi6, to

"recoknize each other as dynamic entities which must constantly adjust to each

other in order to make any meaningful progress" in &le search for solutions to

problems affecting both of them. In education, citizen participation appears

to be a means for citizens to influence decisions, to raise questions, and to

voice their conCerns (Kaplan and Tune, 1978).

That educators do not treaC citizen participation as a slogan must,

4
obviously, be accepted in the light of the remarks of the foregoing educational

leaders. To the second statement, what could be called a limit is, instead,

a progressive step, especially if we consider that parent advisory councils

now exist where none exisfed before, that parent conferences are being called

and held where previously they were few and they were proliabinot directed

at real issues. Paraprofessional services are, if not totally new, refreshingly

evitalized in the sense that they are attempting to more fully than ever before

utilize the human resources of the.community. 'It is, for the most part, true

that professional educators and school boards continue to express their views

on how best to involve the community. Until a community itself suggests

alternatives there is no other representative and concerned body to do it.

As was noted earlier, the community does have the legal means to exercise

its voice. Educators and school boards are facilitating and helping that voice
A

to be heard: That professional educators resist citizen involvement has been

shown herein to be without solid foundation. In any political climate there

will be some resistance to change, but, by their training and nature, educators

36,
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are among the most,aware of the need to be current in their thinking. A statement

in point: Sanders (1967)- wiites:

The school must work with other agencies of the community,
on educational problems of mutual concern and in many cases
(they) must take the leadership in cooperative programs.

(p. 155)

.It is axiomatic to community education that anyone who is affected by
IC

a program or process should have "input iin(to) the planniag and decision-making"

concerning that program or process (Decker, 1965, p. 13). Ernest Melby (1977)

emphasized that community education works to promote citizen involvement, that

citizen involvement is learning and eflects a feeling of being "part of the

action" (p. 43).

ue.The educator's response to the q tion of whether or not he supports

citizen participation is most easily seen in th proliferation of community

. schools which, as John W. Warden (1977) has noted, are "used as a base for the

creation of communitY unity, leadership development, needs assessment approaches,

and resource utilization" (p. 11). The school building, the grounds, the school

environment, and the peo'ple who compose the school staff -- professional,

paraprofessional, technician, support services -- provide an 'important resource

for promoting citizen involvement. These people ordinarily live, shop, and

travel within the community.

CAN CITIZENS FIND WAYS TO PARTICIPATE?

Seay (1974) has observed that organizations are the means by which

institutions perpetuate values. Organizations are people. Institutions are

the personifications of group values. Each of us contributes something to the

organitations to which we belong and, as a natural consequence, receive some

influence back from dunain the form of beliefs and feelings that originated

beyond our immediate experiences. The majority of us have participated id
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maintaining a measure of society by our enjointment with society's agencies.

Kaplan and Tune (1978) suggested that the most productive form of

citizen participation occurs when professionals and citizens work together in

a mutual effort. Professionals have their skills and LeTarte (1973) has

identified five general skills that the typical community member is capable

of brandishing: (1) defining community problems, (2) specifically establishing

many of the causes of the problems, (3) determining what they would like to

see accomplished, (4) establishing Some plans for action to solve some of those

problems, and (5) ?valuating their efforts and determining whether or not they

have succeeded.

Lind (1975) has identified eighteen ways to involve citizens:

(1) neighborhood government, (2) community development corporations, (3) servioe

vouchers, (4) volunteering, (5) goals programs, (6) neighborhood resource

centers, (7) community boards and committees, (8) \surveys, (9) public hearings,

(10) ombudsmen, (11) land use simulations, (12) grievance procedures/appeals,

(13) citizen evaluations, (14) public access TV, (15) information and

.referral services, (16) community exhibits and fairs, (17) conferencing, and

(18) paraprofessionals. Warden (1977) suggested other forms of involving

citizens: (1) community congress, (2) community cooperatives, .(3) community

leadership development workshops, (4) homeowners associations, (5) action

research, (6) task force/ad hoc committees, (7) town hall meetings, (8) state-

wide citizen participation committees, and (9) charettes. The term "community

council" is useful to describe the broad idea of citizen committees, citizen

advisory counci46, and community involvement associations and boards, inasmuch

as these groups are, as the literature suggests, the most prevalent of the

many means of citizen participation.

Cox (1974 ) has defined five functions of community councils:
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(1) fact-finding, (2). planning% (3) coordination and communiCationi,

(4) activation of new resources, and.(5) evaluation.Aahders (1967) 4escribes

several additional functions: (1) developing public ,understanding,

(2) encouraging informal citizen participation, (3) coordinating community

activities and services', and (4) cooperative actións.

Warden (Ed., 1977) notes at leant six distinct types of collunity

councils: (1) block club -- one representative from.each block in a community,

(I
(2) appointive body -1- selectea membership by a community official, (3) elective

body -- a general community election, (4) opinion leader council -- representation

by the local community leaders, (5) existing organizations -- appointment of

a sub-group to serve as-the community council, and (6) openytuncil

membership and participation open to all persons' who choose io attend the

meetings.

Clark and Shoop (1979) addres0
\

ple issue of representation by stating,

that an ad hoc committee should decide haw members are 6 be selected and that

it should, itself, be a cross-section of the community. They also note that

existing organizations should have representatidn on a community council with

the stipulation that such representatives be chosen,fIrgt from the community

and secondly as organizational representatives. Considerations of race, social

k
class, religion, and other factors are important but gain, Clark and Shoop

emphasize that the members should be chosen beqause t ey citizens first

and part of a group second. Sanders (1967) put the requirements for community

council membership into three'broad lists: ( (1) delegates or representatives

of civic, professional, educational, religior, agricultural, labor, and

business, (2) representatives of public and Voluntary community service agencies,

and (3) individual'members who are chosen for their interest, knowledge, and

competence in civit affairs.
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LeTarte (1973) and others recomend that the potential leadership of

a 'community should be sought and developed by means of thu community councils.

The effectiveness of a community council will be determined initially by the

charter or responsibilities agreed upon by the organizers and\by the supporting

agency (Warden, 1977). The life of an organization is dependent upon the

definitions of its purpose and bhe means by which it replaces goals reached

with goals to be worked toward. It is fundament'al to.the structure of

organizations that they exist only as long as their members feel rewarded by
1

involvement in them. One of the members of a community counci in the film
la . .

A Sense of Community (Eisner, 1976) described the effect of participation

on a fairly representative board: "You see them for what they are and they

see you f?.i. what you are.
41

HOW CAN SCHOOLS HELP CITIZEN PARTICIPATION?

Howard Y. McClusky (cited in Seay, 1974) described the function of
dr

the school:

The school may well be the most important single agency in society
to improve the community, but the primary function of the school
should be that of helping the community to help itself.

(p. 25)

As Sanders noted in 1967, there has been a definite trend in recent years to

develop a school which grows out of and serves the life of the community. The

.concept of the community school holds that very idea: that the life of the

community can develop socially, recreationally, culturally, and certainly

educationally, within the broad boundaries of the community school.

As we, mentioned earlier, there is some disorganization within com-

munities because life is becoming more complex and is doing it at an increasing

rate (Nix, 1977). Neighborhoods need internal organization if communication

and citizens' involvement is to be effective-(Deckpr, 1975). The potential

40
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conflicts that can result from competing organizations wiehin a community can-

be reduced by the identification of goals desirable by those c peting, goals

which are impossible to realize without cooperation (Lind, 1975) Resources

invariably exist within the community for resolving these problems and conflicts.

When community members believe that they have the opportunity to give

valuable contributions, to make significant impact on the decisions that affect

them, their attitude toward the sponsors ofose opportunities becomes very

positive, very favorable according to Decker (1975). He describes further

how community educators facilttate the interaction process of identifying needs,

providing assistance in finding the needed resources, and helping people

decide what is important to their.communities and, ultimately, to them. The

two process components of community education, as detailed by Minzey (1977),
.

are community services delivery and coordination, and community involvement.

Both of these are interconn cted in the program of assisting community members
.

to participate effectively. The community education concept of c4tiien

participation requires professional and community member interaction and such

interaition, when it takes place, can be expected to improve educational

opportunity (Hatton, 1979).

Education provides a,vehicle for citizens to participate by focusing

on the problems, needs, and interests of the community (Seay, 78). From

the perspective of the communiul member lookink at the educational services.

.

programs, Davis (cited in Havighurst, 1979) identifies six areas of interest:

(1) school goals and objectives, (2) personnel, (3) budget, (4) school 1

-

currieulum, (5) school facilities, and (6) schoof-community relatirons. From

the perspective of the educator looking at the community, Havighurst (1979)

notes three areas of possible concern to the citizenry: (1) budget,

(2) personnel and (3) curriculum. Both educator and citizen ate in agreement
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on at least three areas of interest.

Community education relies upon the use and practice of democratic

methods (Decker, 1975). Thit these methods are taught in the schools and

practiced in the community serves to suggest that a natural bond exists between

them, and that community education-is a catalyst bringing forth the best of

each of them. As Kaplan and Warden (1978) have pointed out, increased community

involvment in schools and other agencies can be expected to develop. As

schools begin to help communities more directly by providing the skills and

leadership in organizational development and planning, and as the citizens,

themselves, accept their roles and learn how to participate successfully,

it can be expected that an increasing number of educational matters will be

managed by the community (Deshler-and Erlich, 1972). Schools and educators

will still be providing the leadership, but their main concerns will be moving

taward more complex issues thin at first.

The idea of using the whole community as a school has been suggested

by many educators and it is becoming a reality. Mario Fantini (1978) says

that alternative schools without walls have already appeared. Educators, will

have opportunities to draw still further upon thdskill resources of the

community. One school district already uses non-school sites and non-professignal

educators to handle and teach credit programs under the supervision of profes-

sional administrators (Meredith, 1979). In many other communities, the people,

are being brought into the schools with low-cost or no-cost programs which serve

stated areas of community interest (Schreiber, 1977).

* Conclusion

The purpoee has not been to fully and specifically define the concept

of citizen participation; our purpose has been motivation. The intent was to
. ,
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present ideas of leaders in the field regar(ding citizen participation in

education. There are still some unanswered questions, some unexplored

territory in the field of'citizen.participation which the reader may find

challenging. These include:

(1) Is it possible to have too much oditizen participaefon?

(2) Does the school rgally4have the ability to affectweverything

that happens in a community?

(3) By 'defining avenues of citizen participation, have we, as initial

leaders of the cotimunity, limited theyóssible directions that

could be taken?

(4) Are we practicing democratic methods when we provide direction

and organizational leadership?

(5) Would citizen participarion eirolve, given the impetus'of the laws

and the courts, without educational guidance?

(6) Would such evolution affect educational growth?

13
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DO COMMUNITY/SCHOOL CENTERS MAKE SENSE?

Joseph Ringers, Jr:

The title of this paper was selected to convey two messages:

First, the concept of "community" may be aided by the existence of

of a community/school center which allows for the basic social needs

of a neighborhood to be realized; and,

Secondly, combining human service programa with schools may provide

opportunities for program improvement and resource sharing.

Development of Community/School Centers

The school has been a beacon in American communities since our country

was formed. Early schoolhouses slyved many community purposes other than'

education even when they were "only" one-room schoolhouses. They served as

the community meeting Place, the courtroom for the circuit-riding judge,And

the rallying poinZ-4er other community ventures, such as bandage rolling for

the Red Cross, baby-care clinics, emergency shelters,.and so.forth. As school-

houses grew larger, "the principle that a school plant should.be planned and

used both for the regular educational psdgram and for v riou unity needs

(has) received wide acceptance."1 Some of the uses which t y identifisprTrom

studies, such as "canning, curing, and freezing of food and meat," might be

well to consider today!

In forier years, the school was one of several institutions which

provided a "sense of community" -- others included churches, stores, and

1National Council on Schoolhousd Construction, Guide for Planning
School Plants (Nashville, Tennessee: NC C,'1953), p. 11.
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families. There was a closeness in the activities of each of them which made

deep impressions on persons' lives. Schools were the place in which persons

spent their formative years; school experienCes were recalled with fond memories;

school loyalties were,enduring for both the student and the family which built

up loyalties through participation in school activities such as the P.T.A.

School lands were used heavily for play and gathering. It w s not surprising

that adult classes.were formed to mitt inside the buildings so thAkthe school

became more of a "social center" as envisioned by John Dewey who believed the

"end of education... .was not merely knowledge and power, but social efficiency. n2

The family unit was large; there was an extended family; and family members

were less mobile than today so that there was a stronger feeling 6f belonging.

After several wars and other social changes, and great advances in

technology during the first half of the the twentteth century, people became

more mobile; youth attended more than one school and were less 1 ely to

develop school loyalties. Families and other social institutio suffered

from thisinew mobility, and the new behaviors. Families became smaller because

of new attitudes towards "the pill", abortions and family size. Life styles

and attitudes emphasizing new freedomfrom responsibility were accompanied by

challenges to existing mores and institutions. With these jolts to our culture,

we have begun to have a "growing sense of isolation in society . . Araditional

primary relationships of men have become functionally irrelevant to our state

and economy."3 One author characterized it in a book title as "The Pursuit ofq
Loneliness: American Culture at a Breaking Point. n4

2Raymond Schuessler, "He Taught by Acts -- Not Facts," National
Retired Teachers Association Journal, March/4ril, 1979, p. 54.

3Robert Nisbet, Community and Power (New York: A Glaxy Book, 1962), p. 49.

4philip Slater, The Pursuit of Loneliness: American Culture at a
Breakina Point (Boston: Beacon Pfess, 1970),/
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What is this sense of community we are seeking to achieve?

In recent years we have seen evidence of work to redevelop a "sense of

community." Community educators have begun to talk about going from "program

to process" to permit people to become involved in the solution of social

V
t

ep oblems.5 A Harris survey disclosed that "the percentage of people who 'feel

le out of things' going'on around them has risen from 9% to 29% since 1966.6

Communities are building new structures or reprogramming older ones as

commudity cent.ers" or places where people may go for necessary services or

merely a pface to satisfy those basic needs described by Slater:

Basic human desires of community, engagement and dependence
(which are) frustrated in the American cultural experience:

1. Desire for community - the wish to live in trust and
fraternal cooperation with one's fellows in a total and
visible collective entity.

2. Desire to engagement - the wish to come directly to
grips with social and interpersonal problems and to confront
on equal terms an environment which is not composed of ego
extensions.

3. Desire for dependence - the wish to share responsibility
for tkle control of one's impulses and the direction of one's
life./

The term "community" is difficult to define since it means many things

to many people. The basic desires listed by Slater would lead us to believe that

it maysbe defined as the need to assou,\iate with others which, of course, needs

a place for the association to take place. While others may define "community"

in terms of geography or governmental subdivisions, Hayward and Mawat expand

those elements to include others.

5V.M. Kerensky, "Correcting Some Misconceptions About Community
Education," Phi Delta Kappan, 1972, 54(3), p. 158.

6Alden Lind, "The Future 4 Citizeninvolvement," The Futurist,
December, 1975, p. 316.

7Slater, p. 5.
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The community can be seen as a broad grouping of people,
located within somewhat defined boundaries and ralated to
each other by social, economic and civic activities which
produce a cohesiveness sufficient to develop a history and
an identity.8

Others provide even more nebulous definitions.- For example, Cunningham

reported that there is no agreement about what is a community, and concluded

it may be a "phantasm."9 It would seem that one working to develop or to

reestablish a "sense of community" has a rather broad license to arrange human

interactions in different ways in order to achieve this, but we are left with

one essential item: a place for this interaation, which brings us to the next'

question.

Does a community/school center contribute to a sense of community?

For many years, educators and innovators have recognized that the

schoolhouse is the most valuable and important public building in most

communities; they have described.opportunities for greater use of these

facilities.

Elsie Clapp (1939) defined the community school as "a
Used place, a place used freely and informally for all
the needs of living and learning. It is, in effect,
the place where learning and living converge.'10

Harold B. Cores, a former school superintendent and later President

of the Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc., an organization dedicated to

innovation, stated that the schoolhouse of the future will have even greater

8Beresford Hayward and Susanne Mowat, "School and Community: Achieving
Closer Links," New Orientations for Educational Policy, reprinted from the OECD
Observer, 84, Nov/Dec, 1976, p. 18.

9Luvern L. Cunningham, "Community Power: Implications for Education,"
The Politics of Education in the Local Community, Robert S. Cahill and Stephen
P. Hencly, eds. (Danville, Illinois: Me Intei.state Printers and Publishers,
Inc., 1964), p. 37.

10Jack Minzey and Donna Schmitt, "Community Education," Journal of
Alternative Human Services, 1978, 4(1), p. 9.
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importance in the community.

...gradually the single purpose schoolhouse will'yfeld to
the need for aggregating all the social service delivery
systems. The facility itself will serve people, and not
just children. (To paraphrase G.B. Silfw, "What a shame to
waste the schoolhouse on the young.')11

One might envision conflict between participating agencies which would

co-locate in a center, and that this conflict wiliTa/;Ignal an effort to compete

turf or for clients. Neither community educators nor social service providers

should adopt this attitude since it is not part of the center concept.

Community education strives to mobilize the vast array
of human and physical resources that are available in each
community but often work in an indetrendent, self-aerving
macer. It calls for all agencies to work together for
the common benefit of all individuals and the cammunity. 12

Neighborhood centers for service delivery and social action which are organized

by social service agencies, and not necessarily located in schools may provide

space for other service providers since their intent is to assist neighborhood

improvement and strengthen family relationships along with the growth and

development of the individual by providing "a place where people of all ages

can meet each other as neighbors to share ideas and companionship, as well as to

discover methods of solving their problems via the democratic frame of reference."13

Basic to each of these concepts is the intent to provide a place where com-

munity associations and interactions for the improvement of the social condition

may take place.

In 1975 and 1977, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and

Development organized a series of studies on the co-ordination of school and

11Harold B. Gores, "Community Education Schoolhouse of the Future,"
Leisure Today, April, 1974, p. 22.

12Kerensky, p. 160.

13Pam Rogers, "Neighborhood Centers: Service Delivery and Social
Action," Journal of Alternative Human Services, 1978, 4(1), p. 18.
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community facilities. They conducted a number of case studies, and the results

were analyzed in consultation with a number of experts. Among their conclusions

was the finding that people around the world perceive the need for community/

school centers to be the focus for rekindling the sense of community.

The public insists, and will do so even more in the future,
that the places where people_live develop into harmonius
and balanced environments in which functions are no longer
rigillky separated and where possibilities of communication
are increased. Community facilities should conduce more
effectively than is the caAe today to improving the quality
of life. They should, therefore, through their location
and form fit into the environment in such a way as to
contribute more effectively to social communication and the
'animation' of urban life. This applies 'particularly to
the schcol, which plays, as it does such an important
sple in the life of the community. 14

Writing on ways to generate confidence in goveinMent and other

institutions, Lind concluded that "we have, fundamentally, a political

revolution 7- an exploding demand by citizens for significant involvement in

an expanded political life."15 He describes a variety of ways to involve

citizens, including "neighborhood resource centers" an idea he developed

initially in 1972.

...the resource center would be a perpetual hub for both
disseminating and soliciting information and knowledge
through the active pvticipation of citizens at the
neighborhood level.'0

An earlier work by this author conceived of the'community/school as a

place in which an individual could make a meaningful contribution to the solutDon

140ECD, Co-ordination of School and Community Facilities, Implications
for Policies (Paris, France: OECD, 1978), p. 10.

15Lind, p. 317.

16Lind, p. 318.
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of the social problems in the community, and a place in which the individual

could gain a sense of importance to one'sself and to the community with which

that person idenfities.

One way in which sense of community can be fostered is by
reducing everyone's sense of being a nonentity in mammouth,
bureaucratic social structures. Interagency combinations of
service resultein the opportunity and the ability to develop
smaller service units which can operate closer to their clients.
Proximity of and intimilcy of service encourage.community
participation in the processes of establishing and maintaining
the units and offer greater promise of client-responsive
standards of. service.17

On the assumption that a place for collective action and opportunities

for social engagement is necessary, or at least helpful, to strengthen a
-1

"sense of community," we must face another question.

Can human service ageAcies and schools co-locate?

Sharing takes sacrifice; it requires adjustments. The creation of

something which does not evolve naturally or come about by ordinary processes

may be called creative;,and, we have's-tendency to view the new arrangement ,

with some suspicion. It takes a special set of circumstances for change to

take place; change also requires leadership. Despite all these statements,

change does take place; sometimes through creative leadership, and other times

when problems are seen as opportunities. A series of booklets published by
/."

Educational Facilities Laboratories identified 70 community/school centers

throughout the United States and were addressed to:

1. A Concerned Citizen's Guide

2. Planning Community SchOol Centers

17Joseph Ringers, Jr., Community/Schools and Interagency Programs
(Midland, Michigan: Pendell Publishing Company, 1976), p..23.
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3. Minaging Community School Centers

4. Facility Issues

5. Using Surplus School Space, and,

6. A Resource Book on Community School Centers18

In.addition, international experiences have been reporte'd by several

sources,19 All illustrate that "it can he done" but it is interesting to note

the variations in the way in which it was done. Just a few are reviewed here.

In 1971, Pontiac, Michigan opened the Dana P. Whitmer Human Resources

CeAter two years after schoolhouses were bombed in resistance to desegregation,

and the Center was an attempt to remedy this.

The center is a frequently cited example of community
education's potential. For those who use it or help run
it -- often the same people -- it is a beacon of hope... 20

11:;)

8Educational Facilities Laboratories, Community School Centers
series, 978.

,

9Stevan Bezdanov, A Community School in Yugoslavia (Paris: United
Natio s Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization,-1973).

Bulletins 1 through 5, Community Centers Project Angle Park (rhebarton
Educational Department of South Australia, 105). ,

Community Schools (Ottawa, Canada: Canadian Teachers Federation, 1972).

Managing Facilities for Cultural Democracy, Council for Cultural.
Co-operation, Council of Europe (Strasbourg, Germany, 1973).

Pedro T. Orate, Self-help Barrio High Schools (Singapore: Eastern
Universities Press, 1972).

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Co-ordination
of School and Community Facilities, Implications for Policies (Paris, France:
OECD, 1978)4.

20Evan Jenkins, "Community Life: Schools Become the Hosts for Public
Services," New York Times, December 23, 1978.



The Center brings many social services together at one location in order ch

encourage interagency programming and to re-kindle a "sense of comMunity" when

resistance to desegregation had disrupted the community.

In the mid 1960s, Petro T. Oiata retired as an educator, and became very

concerned for those for whom sch4oling was not available in his home, the

Phillipines. In order to help, "the barrio people -- the parents and the

students -- . . .re-establish or regain their lost attitude and habits of

self-respect and self-reliance . . ." the self-help barrio high schools were\

established.2I

. .it made use of the available elementary school
building. The buildings were used before and after
the usual school hours or during hours when the rooms
were free. The basic teaching was done by high school
teachers from elsewhere on a spare-time basis, by
elementary school teachers with special training or
interests or by memters of the community with
appropriate skills.42

Dr. Orata's approach was to involve the pqople (children and adults) in helping

make decisionf, formulate plans, carry them out, and assess their own performance

i/(-/---in extending education from the elementary schools to include the high school

programs. Within five years, the concept was so widely recognized as to cause

the Sixth Congress of the Phillipines to adopt "An Act to Institute A Charter

for Barrio High Schools" and by 1972 more than 250,000 persons were enabled to

attend the 1670 barrio high schools, and all of this was accomplished at no

extra Cost to the government.

The Third World countries are not c6ncerned with the prevention of

the disintegration of society as are the highly developed countries, but

,

21Pedro T. Orata, Self-help_ Barrio iligh4pools (Singapore: Eastern
Universities Press, 1972), p. 24

22Ly Chanh Duc in the Foreword to Orata, p. vii.
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"the problem is largely one of knitting society together . . .The role of,the

school is thus to create a national awareness . . .without however destroying

community life .
23 School children must carry their lessons home and

4

iMpart the knowledge to their parents.

In France, special purpose facilities are built to serve multi-age

groups as a technique.of social engineering to encourage intergenerational

experiences. Scandinavian countries integrate educational programs into shopping

centers along with medical, recreational and other Social services. Each has

its own concept of where and how that sense of community must be built.

This brings us to the last question. If th re is no'solid answef to what is

a "sense of community;" in fact, if our definIbn for "community" is also

soft; if the co-location of schools with other human service agencies has been

demonstrated in some,but not many places; but, if we are convinced that there

are good reasoni why the concept has value for our 'community, and we can see

real gains to be made from this new arrangement "what prime ingredients must

our proposal recognize in order to be established on firm grounds?

What are some key elements tosmonitor 'in community/school centers?

'There are no hard and fast answers to this question either. Each project

*

is a distinct mix of ingredients: which,varies according to'the participants,

the locality, the envix.onment (legal And.other conditions), and the time in

which-it is developed. 'A number of excellent references are avtilable as

checkpoints, but none are recoMmended as recipe books.24-

qr

23Guido Buccara, "The Third-Worldunpublished notes from Union of
International Architects seMinar in Greece on "Integration of Educational
and Community Facilities," 1976, p. 31.

24 41._Enocational Facilities Laboratories, Community School Cepterq seri
1978. A more detailed "how to" planning assistance kit is under prepaiation.
and should be available late in 1979.
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There are some key elements, however, and this paper will close with a

series of questions which one may use to gain a sense of value about a center.

success Factors:

1. When and under what circumstances was the concept adopted?

2. Have there been any periods of uncertainty over the premise under

which it was conceived; how were they'resolved?

3. What kinds of problems have arisen and how were they dealt with?

4. What makes some centers (or programs) more successful than ottlers?

5. What is the most important element which is considered to have

contributed to the perceiVed success of the center?

6. What is perceived'as the greatest single threat to the center or

project?

7. What combinalAon of elements seem to have led to success in space-
,

sharing and program coordination?

Plannin& and Programming Factors:

8. What roles do the immediate neighborhood and program patrons play

in planning and programming?

9. What motivation devices are used to encourage community participation?

10. How effective is community participation perceived?

-11. Is community influence applied in ways other than through the

formalized plan?

24AJoseph Ringers, Jr., CreatinkInterAgency Projects (Charlottesville,
Virginia: Community Collaborators, 1977).

243Larry'Malloy, Community/Schools: Sharing the Space and the Action
(New York: E.F.L., 1973)..

*24CEducational Facilities Laboratories, Surplus School Space: Options
and Opportunities (New York: E.F.L., 19,6).
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12. What techniques are used to strengthen program's?

13. What is the mechanism for developing new programs, and for

involving additional agencies?

Management Factors:

14. How are the facilities managed; how are costs shared?

15. Are there different management forms in different community

centers; why?

16. Has the management form changed since the program began; why?

17. What roles do the several agencies and patron groups play in

the management of the facilities?

18. What is done to keep certain patron groups fram dominating and

shutting out other patron groups?

Impact Factors:

19. What impact has the center had on the community-at-large, and on

the immediate neighborhood?

(Vandalism, crime,-locial conditions, K-12 educational programs,

próperty values health and well-being of the people, business

community, community improvements.)

Participating Agency Relationship Factors:

20. Is there agency rivalry; how is it dealt with?

21. Have same agencies pulled out of the programs and/or center;-V4?
A

How was that void filled?

22. What is the extent of co-programming; is it ad hoc at formal?

21. How are new agencies introduced into the center?

24. What'problems hiiie arisen; how were they resolved?
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25. How are the centers evaluated? By whom? How often? How are-the

results used?

126. Has the center program altered the relationships of the governing

twards (sCho01 boards, city council, park authority, etc.)?

27. His the center been a political issue? How?

28. What do you see as the next level to achieve?

29. How have the school programs (K-12) been affected by the center
4

or its programs?

30. If it were possible to start over, what would you like to see done

differently?

-



A POSITION PAPER ON CHURCH INVOLVEMENT
WITH COMMUNITY EDUCATION

Neal Bradley

Bac round

As a Christian and having a strong desire to use the tenets of my

faith in the helping of others, I am intrigued with community education. Many

aspects of the community education concept, as will be discussed in the

following paper, are in line with the Christian comnandments of helping others.

Church involvement seems to fit so naturally with comnunity education,

yet little is written about the subject. Problems exist, both with community

,of

educators and their perceptions of it and with the churches themselves. This

paper will deal with the subject of the role of the churches in community,

education and four aspects associated with it:

1. The Christian rationale for it.

2. Why it is important to collaborate.

3. The problems associated with its involvement.

4. The roles churches can play.

Community education.,as a concept is hard to define. It has many

)components because it involves people from many different perspectives. This,

depending on who is doing the defining4 can cause different aspects to be stressed.

Michael Kaplan and John Warden from their book Community Education

Perspectives (1978) see community education est.

1. a community involving process;

4 2. an education involving proces6;

3. the Use of all insti,tutional resources;

54
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d 4. the use of all community resources;

5. community school oriented; and

6. community oriented.

Van Vorhees (1972) sees community education as the community involving

process through which an individual's needs are identified and met, regardless

of the area of concern, or the organization providing the program.

Jack Minzey (Kaplan and Warden, 1978) looks at community education as

having .t4e following components:

1. an education program for school age children,

2. the use of community facilities,

3. additional programs for School age children and youth,

4. programs for adults,

5. the delivery of and coordination of community involvement, and

6. community involvement.

He further'states that real community education is a product of time and

development of these components.

Kaplan (1975) depicts the community education thrust As including:

1. programs for all age groups,

2. increased school and community relations,

3. integrating community education with K-12 curriculum,

4. use of facilities,

5. /coordination with other agencies, and

6. community involvement

The school is the primary vehicle through which allttese components afe

implemented.

Ken Gehret (1974) quotes Dr. Larry Decker, DirectOr of the Mid-Atlantic

Center for Community Education at.the University of Virginia:
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School I. the most apptopriate delivery system. It
is in a unique position to catalyst. It has
most resources and greater p ial because it reaches
more people.

Yet he continues by mentioning that the schools can't do it alone. All

agencies must barld together to solve personal and socia

Common to all these perspectives are meaty

into. Basically community education involves:

1. citing the needs of a community,

2. discovering the resources in the community, and

3. using those resources to meet the needs.

lems.

cts 11,ches can tie

Other common aspects include:

(

1. the use of all institutional and community resources,

2. the use of available facilities,

11. community involvement, and

4. programs for all age groups.

Indeed every,community has a sthool but in most cases, all communities

have at least one church, most have many. These institutions have plenty of

space that is usually unused a great deal of the time. They are comprised

of bodies of believers that should be involved with and concerned about the

needs of the community. And as a group, they sponsor or can sponsor programa

to meet the needs of the community.

WHAT IS THE CHRISTIAN RATIONALE FOR INVOLVEMENT?

In the previous section church involvement was looked at from a community

education Asiendpoint. In this section it shall be examined from a Christian

perspective.
1,

Donald McGavran i C is article Support the Church for the Good of Society

.100`
(1978) talks about how church sWgve been involved in helping meet social and
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6
community needs for a long time. He cites,#mples such as the early schools and

colleges on the American frontier, McCavran also describes how churches made

education available to free slaves since 1865. Also, through minority

congregations, churches have been vehicles through which thoughts, views,

and actions have been expressed.

McCavran argues that where a mission oriented church exists, society

has been improved. Because of an active church, Eskimos have stopped killing

their aged parents, and in Ziare warring has stopped between neighborhood tribes.

In the article he remarks "...that the most potent instrument for social

advance the world has seen has had God as a standard....Every great awakening

of the church has been followed by a great social advance." He also cites

the example of the great Weslyan revival which solidified church commitments

toward great reforms such as labor legislation designed to improve conditions

for the worker.

Charles Colson, in his article Religion Up and Morality_ Down (1978),

states that personal holiness without spcial holiness is disobedience to

Christ's second commandment. He feels that Christians and other groups in

society are influenced to be God's instruments. Colson is concerned that man's

institutions (i.e. prisons, governments) are incapable of genuine compassion

and cannot change human hearts, except possibly to further harden them.

Backing up his feelings, he cites a quote from Jacques Ellul:

Governments of the world are creating monolithic technologies
that are all controlling impersonal goliaths, computer like
monsters that will devour our identities and personal
responsibilities. Real problems can't be solved by political
means, insteadAeed the cOnversion of the citiz n on a mull'
deeper level 6f life itself.

To be of help, Colson adds it is essential to have individual

involvement and total commitment, thus meeting society's whole spectrum ,of

needs. Believers must genuinely share ;phe pain, and live the gospel.
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In a Christianity Today interview, Alfred Whittaker, President and

Founder of Institute for International Developments Corporationwtalks about

how hard it is to say, "God loves you" to a starving man?

He points out that Christ, besides preaching, met physical and

spiritual needs. By living with the poor, and working to change their mentality.

and output, he lived the gospel.

Reverend Jesse Jacipon in another Christianity Today interview, shared

his views on church involvement:

My religion compels me to be concerned about economics
and international affairs. I would be 'riolating the
tenets of my faith if I weren't involved in helping in,
housing, urban development, HEW, war and peace. How
can you be a messenger for the creator without a colicern
for the creation, for our creatures?

The command of church involvement comes from Christ himself. It is

simply put in John 21:15: "Tend My Lambs".

As mentioned already, Jesus not only preached and forgave sin, but

he healed physical and mental.diseases, and had compassion for the suffering.

In Luke 4:18; 19 one explanation is shared:

"The spirit of the lord is upon me, because he annointed
me to preach the gospel to the poor, he has sent me to
proclaim release to the captives and recovery of the
sight to the blind, to set free those who are down
trodden, to proclaim the favorable year of the lord." (N.A.S.)

The bible reveals some important instructions to John 13:34;35:

"A new commandment I give to you that love one another
even as I have loved you, that you also love one another."

(New American Standard (N.A.S.)

And he sets forth the great commission in Matthew 28:19-20:

"Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing
in the name of the father, son, and holy spirit and teaching
them to observe all that I commanded you." (N.A.S.)

63
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What can be drawn from these Christian perspectives is that preaching

is just one aspect of a church's ministry. In line with the community education

concept of meeting needs, Christians must practice what they preach, by being

actively concerned about human need and suffering. .Churches must, as Christ

4,

commanded, aid in teaching people how create, and participate in a caring

society.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO COPABORATE?

A basic element of the community education concept is the emphasis placed

on interagency collaboration and cooperation. As mentioned earlier, schools

just can't do it alone. They need the help of many agencies and groups if

problems are to be solved. Such cooperation is beneficial for many reasons.

Kaplan and Warden (1978) cite that cooperation:

1. helps reduce duplication of services,

2. urges that resources will'be used more efficiently,

3. can result in tax dollars being spent more wisely,

4. encourages agency staffs to work more harmoniously,

5. .stresses better patterns of communication between the agencies.

Marvin Weiss (in Kaplan and Warden, 1978) states that cooperation brings

about:

1. better services,

2. less duplication of effort,

3. expanded use of facilities,

4. better use of eax dollars,

5. improved instruction, and

6. expanded programs.

64
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Another dimension of cooperation is "synergistics". R. Buckmlnister Fuller

coined the term and defines it as follows:

Synergy means behavior of whole systems unpredicted by the
behavior of their parts taken separately.

Synergy means behavior of integral aggregate whole system
unpredioted by behaviors of any of their components or
subassemblies of their components taken separately from
the whole._ (Kerensky 1976).

Simply put, it means that the sum is greater than its parts. When

viewing programs in this way, one lOoks for the Gestalt, all events and

experiences that are parts of something larger. Once attempted, dependence

.ott the inter-relatiqg parts becomes crucial.

All of this has implications for church involvement. With the

realization that school problems'are closely related to problems at home and/or

the community, churches can provide another 'perspective in the solution of

these problems.

Cooperating will definitely help reduce the duplication of programs.

In investigating social ministries, so many churches have simIlar projects such

as ministry to the poor and elderly. Ay coming together and collaborating

instead of each Church spending its mission dgllars on the same programs, churches

can" branch out and start new programs. As a result, funds are more fully used

and the community is served in a better, more varied way.

WHAT PROBLEMS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE CHURCHES INVOLVEMENT?

While church involvement seems appropriate and necessary for community

education, there are a few problems. One major one is the evangelism issue.

Because people feel churches are involved to "preach", they don't want churches

to be involved or tend to shy away from any programs they might sponsor.

One example of some of these feelings was evident in a discussion with

a community education Coordinator in Virginia. In talking with him, he indicated
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hat he did not want too many ministers to participate. Concerned about the

church and state issue, he felt that too much participatiOn would bring a6out
,

too much "Christian" emphasis.

In another exaMple, the reformed Church of the Latter Day Saints.has

put together a program and is having trouble getting participants. Because

it is church sponsored, people are shying away, probably because they think

the church is trying to sell religion. These fears and concerns, in most

cases, are unwarranted. Being involved in social welfare for evangelistic

aake is not the motive of most churches. As mentioned earlier, preaching

is just one part of the church's ministry. In his article Evangelism or Social

Justice, Eliminating the Options, Siden (1976) deals with this issue. He

discusses the importance of "Giving cups of cold water." He shares (as

mentioned earlier) that Christ's ministry had three main parts: preaching,
0

teaching, and healing (helping the suffering). While.social justicevis equal

and an important part of evangelism, it is a distinct part of Christ's mission,

"for the relief of those suffering from social injustiA
for the sake of greater social justice for saved as well
as unsaved."

Church involvement in helping meet needs of a community is done for the

welfare of that community and is done without strings attached. Some may haw\

ulterior motives, but most do not.

Another area of concern about church involvement focuses on the conflicts

of interagency cooperation. Mady articles have been written on this issue.

One, Interagency Collaboraiion, The Keystone to Community.Education by George

Eyster (1975) lists many blockages that are applicable. They include:

1. passive resistapce from community - For churches this Ps
caused A'y the misunderstanding of its goals; .

6
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2. organizational structure - Churches, depending on the
denomiKation, have their own set up. Some are independent,
others have flexible national organizations, while same
have very strict structuret;

3. communities resist special programs for special_po2ulations;

4. lack of awareness of community problems; and

5. territorialism - Agencies don't want to give up their domain
or turf.

A third major problem lies with the churches themselves. It is sad to

admit, but many do not practice what they preach. For a group that is supposed

to love one another, many fall short of the glory of nod. There can be

infighting among specific congregations and hostility between denominations

bel:ause groups may not see eye to eye on their view of God.

Christians at times can be their own worst enemy. Concern over minor

matters, such as a greater concern for the carpets of the building, can hinder

their mission"s view.

rh the many articles about the pfoblems hindering cooperation, the

consensus n solutions seem to emphasize:

1. strong leadership,

2. understanding of the goals and the positions, of the agencies
involved,

3. making a commitment to work together,

4. working through constructive organized planning, and

5. placing the greater emphasis on helping the community.

By emphasizing these objectives, barriers can be broken on all sides and results

can be achieved.

WHAT ROLE CAN CHURCHES PLAY?

One of the most valuable contributions that churches can make to

community education is to provide available space during the daytime hours.

Unlike school buildings, churches have space in'their buildings that usually
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; is not used during the day. For the community education coordinator looking

,forfacilities for day programs and activities, this can be very handy.

Another contribution is that of financial resources. Churches set

aside many dollars for missions and social needs programs. Being part of a

community education program, they can help provide the necessary resources for

specific community programs.

Church space can be used in a variety of ways:

1.. places where handicapped, senior citizens, and lonely can meet,

2. day care centers,

(

3. counseling centers,

4. space and/or offices for other helping agencies,

5. gyms for recreation,

6. medical clincs tn poor areas,

7. community shelters/disaster relief centers,

8. place for youth to meet, and

9. alcohol and drug treatment centers.

And the programs churches offer and can offer are numerous:

1. friends of the elderly,

2. meals on wheels,

3. help the poor with necessary items,

4. disaster relief,

5. provide food, clothes, medical supplies,

6. provide volunteers for schools,

7. provide marital counseling, 4
8. drug/alcohol awareness counseling

9. teaching family planning/parenting seminars,

10. provide remedia). tea ing programs,

...--)
11. teach values clarifi atiop,
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12. offer vocational/career counseling, and

13. provide biblical teaching.

. The above is just the beginninglof what churcheS can do and are doing..

All over the couritry churches are responding to the call end helping the cam-
.

mdility in some interesting ways. For example, a churl,in Washington, D.C,

sponsors tmo housing cooperatives for the .poor.

A group of Christian businessmen, known.,as'the institute for International

Development, help alleviate problems of poverty 'In toreign countries by

creating jobs and raising income. They encourage U.S. business enterprisea to
4"

get involved and agree to train people so ib4Y ,ccin rein the business themselves.

,While this is done overseas, it can easily be a program'enacted in the

United States;
orr---

Dr. Noel Taylor, Mayor of Roanoke, Virginia-end Pastor of High Street

Baptist Church, and a dedicated community educator, hones one.day,that.his

church will have an educational center adjacent to their present building.

He actively pursues this goal. Kaeping in mind the Leaching part of the great

commidsion, and with no evangOlistic strings attached, he would like to have

a center where all sorts of remedial and educational subjects Agon be finight, so .

<1

all members of the community can improve themselves.

Summary
,

The preceeding discussiOn report has dealt with church involvement.

Hopefully one can see the.importance of its involvement. From the community

education standpoint, there is a. need in local communities to develop meaningful

programs to Iddress growing feelings of isolation, apathy, and distrust

(Decker 1976). To do this, all must Work 7togetiler for self-improveMent end a

place where people gather todliern to enjoy themselves and be involveclpin

community problem solving efforts (Decket 1976). This includ'es the involvement
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of the churches.

From the Christian standpoint, it is important tb be missions-oriented.

In addition to preaching, Jesus had concern for the welfare of others. As he
7

commanded the disciples in John 21:15: "Tend My Lambs", today's churches must

do likewise.

Problems exist to be sure. Church involvement is hindered by the

;;public's concern about theevangelistic nature of the church, problems concerning

cooperation between groups, and internal conflicts and squabbles within

churches themselves. But it is time to set aside theseproblems. People are

suffering and communities need help.
\N

Churches can ana should play a major role. They have available space,

financial resources, and concerned Members with a wide range of talents and

resources. If both secular community education groups and Christiap, Churches

are to practice what they preach, the time isrOight to set aside the differences

and work together,so programs are not duplicated, maximum use is made of the

available resources, and communities are helped to the best extent possible.

In doing this, community educ tion can truly be people helping pe4ople.
4

)
4

0-9(0
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LIFELONG LEARNING:
IMPLICATIONS FOR MENTALLY RETARTED ADULTS

Wendy Weinberg

Introduction

Lifelong learning in this count/,, as defined and defended

in the literature, and as supported by current federal legislation, is

clearly'an idea whose time has come or as cited by Assistant Secretary

for Education, Health and Welfare, Miry F. Berry, (1977), "the wave

ot the future." The H.E.W. Welong Learning Project according tn

Christofelr(1978), defines lifelong learning as a "term which refers

to the process by which individuAls continue to develop their Ohowledge,

skills And interests throughout their lifetimes." Dobbs (1977) suggeatt

that the importance of this concept at this time relates first, to the

fast pa&ed changes in our sobciety and the need to assist people in

keeping up with these changes, and secondly, the increased amount of

leisure time Americans have and the need to use it creatively and

productively. And finally,'at this time of great concern for our nation's

resources, lifelong learning purports to maximize our country's greatest

4tural resource -.4 pe who_together can p rovide experiences.to

assist each citizen in realizing his or her full potential* by participating

in and contri6uting fully to society. 'Writing for t\he Kellogg Foundat1on,

A supporter of l

V

ifelong learningt Lake (1978) notes that specific learning
.

needs of people occur at.different stages of huMan existence and suggests

an institutiOnal vehicle for maximizing this phenomenon. However, lifelong

AMP
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A
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learning should nor be misinterpreted to mean lifelong learning schooling.

Instead, argues Gueulette (1976), schooling should be included in the

lifelong learning process.

Doeff (1978) points ot'it that historically, it was only after

the 1960 UNESCO world conference in Montreal that adult education was

regarded as having an independent mission rather than a supplemental

function,in the general education of a

Concurrently, the 1960 census in this country indiCated,that

out of an adult population of 'approximately 99 million, 1,6.3 million

had less than an eighth grade education and Acording to federal

government definitions were termed functionally illitprate. With this

information, the United State Congress pttssed the Adult Basic Education

Act. Initially this was Title II B of the Ecianomic 'opportunity ACt of

1964 (P.L. 88-452) and was part of the War On Poverty. In 1966 it

became part of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act administered

by0.E.W. and known as The Adult Education Act of.1966. Doeft (1978)
V

notes that in 1972 the UNESCO world conference in Tokyo generally accepted

thatvcqntinuing education was essential and in/need orincreased,

government support and that adult4education should be guaranteed, by

releVant legislation, an integral and equal position..in any state

* .

education system. In 1976, lifel-ong learning in this erntiy got

sufficient support to become law, officially known as Title I-B of the

ameridments to'the 1976 Higher Education Act, Public Law 94-482.. Recently,

Congxess has authorized expenditures of 20 billion dollars for FY 77, 30
14

billion for FY 78 and 40 billion for yy 79 (Steward, 1978). Currently,

the pffice of the Assistant Secretary.for Education, H.t.W., is conducting

and funding lifelong learning deMonstration projects and research.
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While it has been only,recently that the term lifelong learning

has been used in discussing the needs Qf mentally retarded adults,

this theoretical leap can be made quite readily by documenting another

growing movement in this country which parallels the lifelong learning

concern. The idea of de-institutionalization, or moving mentally

retarded adults from institutions back to their home communities also was

born in the 1960's and has given rise to a continuum of services not

previously available to retarded individuals in communities. In 1963,

the late President kennedy, concerned with the needs of the mentally

retarded, presented information to Congress, which for th6 first time

in this century illuminated the fact that there was a "desperate need

for community services for the mentally retarded and that the nation

must move from the outmoded use of distant custodial institutions to

the concept of comAunity centered agencies." He further stated, "We

must act to reduce the persons confined in these tnstitutions; to retain

in and return, to the community . . . the mentally retarded, and there to

restore and revitalize their lives." (Kennedy in Sequel, 1971, p.) That

....,aame year, influenc.ed.by the President's recommendations, Congrese passed

Public Law 88-156 which provided grants to states for the development

of comprehensive plans for mental retardation. These plans were to

supplement and supplant the traditionaloinstitutions by providing

comprehensive service networks in each community. Since 1963, much

federal money has funneled down through State Departments of Mental Health
,

Cand Retardation to provide services. To date, most loCalities have at

least agme services for mentally retarded persons and de-institutionalization 4

has occurred. The challenges presented to educators in assisting previously
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institutionalized individuals to adjust to the complexities of society,

however, have been awesome.

p.

Considering this new population lid persons now located in many

communities, continuing education for a\11, persons, through a lifetime,

has direct implications for the mentally retarded. Furthermore, within

the mission statements and federal guidelines for lifelong learning

these implications are documented.

In Norway, the Norwegian Adult Education Act of 1976 states that

4
the major purpose of the act is to provide a higher degree of equality

and democratization within the population as a whole. Pardoen (1977) notes

that Paragraph 34 of the act stipulates that matters relating to

hand.icapped persons shou11 be given spectal priority. The mission of

the Adult Basic Educat1 Act in this country includes enabling adults

to improve their basic educat in preparation for occupational training

and more profitable employment and for becoming more produ2tive and

responsive citizens. It is interesting to notethat agencies' which assist

mentally retarded persons in de-institutionalization expound these same.

goals. Clarke (1977) cites the need to base adult.education on adult

needs and on the basic life-coping skills. Life coping skills are the

major thrust of educational programs promoting community adjustment for

mentally retarded adOts. LeTarte and Minzey 11972) refer to the mission

statements of community colleges which emphasize the need for curricula

and programming to be cohatantly revised and expanded in order to meet

the changing needs of the community. One of the most notable changes in

this decade has been the addirion of mentally retarded persons to many

cOmmunities.
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The rationale and critical need for educating mentally retarded

adults is documented. However, as it was once thought that this need

could only be addressed by elaborate special services for the retarded,

it is now realized that not only can retarded persons be served by

generic agencies and services, but this mode of service delivery in

fact facilitates the desirable community adjustment goals of

normalization and mainstreaming (Wolfensberger, 1969; Gump, 1975). Some

special features are requtred to adapt a regular program or service to a_
person with special.needs, but these do not differ substantially from

adaptations the literature suggests for accomodating adult education to

older adults or other special populations (MacKay and Hi,nson, 1977).

In examining the parallel digveloyment of de-institutionalization

and lifelong learning, some critical questions emerge. First, what

is being done in adult education and lifelong learning for mentally

retarded persons in this country? How can these liforts be maximized

by being incorporated into the lifelong learning movement? What

coordination and cooperarion will this take? And finally, who will be

responsible for providing for leadership and guidance to initiate this

course of action?

WHAT IS BEING DONE IN ADULT EDUCATION

AND LIFLEONG LEARNING FOR MENTALLY RETARTED CITIZENS IN THIS COUNTRY?

To fully appreciate what is being done currently in adult education

for retarded persons it is necessary to trace some historical developments.

The first program began in Austin,101exas in the fall .of 1973. This program,

sponsored by the local Mental Health-Mental Retardation Center with the

cooperation,of the Austin-Travis AssoCiation for Retarded Citizens, is
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a community based adult education program serving mentally retarded persons.

It focuses on teaching practical living skills neCessary for community

adjustment. Initially, four classes were offered weekly at the Austin

ARC. These classes were staffed entirely with volunteer teachers. Recently

the program employed full time teachers and offered approximately nine

courses a semester. Another similar program, College of Living, began -

in 1974 at Metropolitan State College in Denver, Colorado with the

cooperation of community agencies and a grant from the Bureau of Education

for the Handicapped in thelopepartment of Health, Education and Welfare.

This program, begain at the Metro campus, and has expanded to twelve

other colleges en Colorado Co date. Based on a university format, classes

are held on different nights and students enroll as to their interests.

Curriculum guides have been developed for each content area and program

evaluations are conducted. Kreps and Black (1978) suggest that the

federal funding at Metro College indicates the federal government's

cognizance of the need to include the handicappe0 adult segment of our

population within the perimeters of the lifelong learning concept.

Using these two preceding programs as a stimulus and guide, Mental

Retardation Services, an agency of the Region X Community Mental Health

and Retardation Services Board began a Night College program in

Charlottesville, Virginia in the Fall of 1975. This program was developed

to respond to unmet education, recreation and socialization needs of

community mentally,retarded persons. Rather than duplicate efforts of the

public school system or other existing education aystems, this program's

mission was to fill two gaps left by existing systems. First, Night

College would re-teach, review and operationalize those skills previously

covered by the public schools skills which adults in the community were

7?
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unable to utilize a second part of the mission was to teacher concrete

community-oriented skills not taught in the public schools or to teach

those adults previously institutionalized who had never benefitted from

format education. All programming was designed to maximize these persons'

independence, individual potentials and abilities toward community

adjustment. This program is coordinated carefully with other existing

community services and all skills taught at Night College are documented

through a comprehensive checklist/curriculum guide format. Like the other

programs nationally, both volunteers from the community and university

practicum students make up the teaching staff. The University of

Virginia dontates space, parking and other resources which makes Night

College a low budget venture.

Marked by professionalism, trowever, all volunteers are highly

trained and the staff coordinator implements the latest educationyl

techniques. In recent years this program has expanded to include
110

special interest clubs and a cooperative arrangement with the City

Parks and Recreation Department, where mentally retarded Night College

students accompanied by trained volunteers take regular Parks and

Recreation courses..

As Night College in Charlottesville became a visable and popular

program, other Night College or College for Living progams began around

the state of Virginia. InJalls Church, Northern Virginia Community College

in conjunction with the Association for Retarded Citizens began a program

in the Spring of 1977. This program this year, with a grant from the

State Agency for Title I A: Higher Education Act of-1965 for Community

78
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Services and Continuing Education, has been taken over formally by the

Community College itself. Other programs are sponsored by Mental

Retardation Service, Title XX monies, Developmental Disabilities grants

and by volunteer board and shared resources.

Essentially, in the state of Virginia many agencips are grabbing

money wherever they can. The theoretical and financial foundations under

conditions such as these create uneasiness and competition. Those

programs funded directly by a mental retardation agency are threatened - as

all mental retardation programs are constantly being threatened with loss

of funds. All grant programs are time-limired and the voluntary liaisons

are even more subject to extinction. These programs have been able to

provide a needed Aervice, to be cost effective, to be highly visable and

to be a positive learning experience for mentally retarded adults as well

as the community participants. With one program which began in 1973, there

now appears tocBe approximately 25 in the nation. Programs nationally appear

to differ according to an emphasis on humanism and extra curricular courses

or an emphasis on high powered accountable teaching and core courses.

It is notable that ideas and curricula have been exchanged between programs

and a minimum of re-inventing the wheel has occurred. The most recent

and successful effort at coordination has been through the State Coordinator

for the College for Living in Denver, Jan Black. Presently, she is conducting

the second national workshop for Night Colle4e/College for Living Coordidators..

In addition, she publishes a monthly newsletter as well as maintains a

working knowledge of what she calls "the network", or wh't is developing

around the country. Finally, most recent developments include B.E.H. H.E.W.

funding of the Lifelong Learning Career Development Project, a model training

program for severely handicapped, University of Missouri, Columbia and
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the submission oi a grant proposal (Spring 1979) by Metro College of

Living for federal mo y for national technical assistance to potential

and existing Colleges for Living.

GIVEN WHAT IS AVAILABLE NATIONALLY, HOW CAN THESE EFFORTS BE

MAXIMIZED THROUCH INCORPORATION WITH THE LIFELONG LEARNING CONCEPT?

In exa this question each identified component of adult

educe t ion whP is under the umbrella of lifelong learnin$ will be

invesiigatekt. First, Adult Basic Education ars stated previously, could

conceivably include mentally retarded persons within their misiions.

The ESEA Amendments of 1967 (PL 90-247) extended Adult Basic Education

and contained provisions for including private or non-profit agencie& as

appropriate for the offering of Adult Basic Education programs. Associations

for Retarded Citizens which have begun Night College/College for Living

programs fit these ABE guidelines. In terms of use of facility'and

maximizing resources this would seem to make sense. Further, if the

current key issues in ABE are explored, depending on how these are resolved,

progrtmming for mentally retarded persons could b0 indicated. For example,

ABE is asking what should be its underlying philosophy or purpose? Should

the philosophy (1964) of basic skills and literacy be retained or might

this fedecal program address more comprehensive needs of adults such as

those-devised by Abraham MaslowAchysiologica1, safety, love and belonging,

esteem and self-actualization) or the developmental tasks of adults as

devised by Robert Havightirs.t (author's note:. Havighurst being a leader

in the field of special education)? Additionally, ABE asks: should the

federal government continue,to assume primary responsibility as it has since

1965, or should this responsibility for education? And, in light of the

80
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recent federal legislation in Special Education (P.L. 94-142), federal

control would seem to facilitate the inclusion of special populations

under ABE. Finally, ABE questions its posture regarding meeting the

needs of minorituuoups and whether it should provide quick and efficient

.response to newly,identified groups of adults with edicational needs.

Specifically cited here is the Vietnamese immigrant. But, Bina and

Bowling (1976) point out, the inclusion of the mentally retarded adult

is obvious.

Continuing Education, another component of the adult education

milieu, might conceivably include mentally retarded populations in its

programming. According to J. Paul Leagans (1978), Coordinator of

Continuing Education, Cornell, New York,

We need to recognize that c4ontinuing education
for adults should no longer be viewed as a
luxury but as a necessary'role for institu-
tionalized higher education . . . In short,
American higher education needs drastically
to concern itself with the task of helping
more people understand in a constructive and
positve way what isloing on in their
epvironment and how the qualities of life
can be optimized. To do this colleges and
universities will have to reintroduce masses
of people into the educational system who are
now in the "post-school" demographic.universe.
Some quite radical departures from tradition-
oriented, campus-bound, "business as usual"
forms of higher educational opportunities
will have to be provided.

Community colleges have already begun to see mentally retarded

persons as part of their service mission as cited earlier, although they

are using outside fundlng to implement such programs. And the literature

further documents this involvement. In discussing this issile with local

Virginia community college officials the key problem with this move to



community colleges surprisingly is not funding. Funding through state

community college systems is slotted through courses or course credits.

Therefore, special courses in hasic living skills for mentally retarded

persons would have to be legitimized. Currently, in order for-these

courses to receive funding it has to be shown that they lean toward

college preparation, which clearly they do not. Developmental Studies,

courses recognized as below college level are offered and funded using

this formula Templin (1978) notes that an approach of this sort

77

suggests a sli/ht departure from strict college courses and perhaps

a arecedent for the future however. In Sweden, this problem is addressed.

Albinson (1976) describes how the National Swedish Board of Education is

attempting to adapt curricula to meet new needs of adults by offering

what the Board, calls comparable modules, where individuals choose modules

which best suit their purposes. This specifically includes handicappped

persons. A proponent of the Swedish concept in this country is George

Nolfi (1976) who writes:

Many adults with the greatest need are
the least organized and the least articulate
in pressing for their needs . . . (therefore)
competency based credentials should be
awarded independently of the existing
institutional school structures . . . so

that each citizen may realize his or her
full potential.

The final component and notable proponent of the lifelong learning

concept is the community education movement. 4The prodess of this movement

suggests identifying community needs, by using direct community participation,

identifying community resources and matching these to best serve people.

Programs- which fall under community education therefore, take on varying
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fortis. Under these activities, community education could provide both
1

the coordination and service delivery for adillt education for the

mentally retardd. Weiss (1977) notes that sharing resources, colocation '

of facilities and use of volunteers are other characteriatics which

programs for mentally retarded adults and community education share.

Cemmunity education provides.an excellent transition to the'

next concern, Which is that of cooperation and coordination. Ii becomes

apparent at this point ih the discussion that suffiCient.resources are.

available. In fact, the problems might be itat there are too many, to

coordinate the% tb best serve people. The 'problems and complexities of

coordination are well documented, by theorists, but more importantly

by practitioners in'the field. in a 1978 article, Beder coined the term

"linkages" as a relationship between one organization and another, the
ft

linkage serves as a conduit. These linkages have two,dimensions, inten sity

referring to amount of resburce flow and formality denoting An'stitutionalization

'et
f Ow relationship. According to Beder (1978), mechanisms for achieving

linkages includel detached experts, opinion leaders, voluntary associations",

common messengers, mass media and format authority.a d del*gated function.

WithLn thes.e linkages, however, Ringers (177) Warw. "each a'gency faces

potential loss octurf, potential loof pdwer, problems o f staff .

willingnes .to change, and potential loss of identity." However, "the

structure of.an,organization may be more cruc ial for the successful

0

innovation of change than the individuals Attitudes towards change,"
.., .4,

, finds Cordon Darkewal& (1977). He suggests that staff profesiionaliam'
.-.

.

. . l
is mbst highly coa-elated with change.. Lehman (1915) fuither exacerbates

,this dIscOslop.
.AA

' 4.1; /
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-The study Qf inteeorganizational relations,
is then, in the woirds af an overused simile,
somewhat 1,ike an iceberg, that is, the publiited
noteriala,largely teflect the .viedble formal
arrangemenfi while tfi4 informal, leaS visable_
'si'lent majority' of cases,remain submerged.

WHO THEN WILI: BE RESPONSIBLE FOR APIILYINC WHAT WE po KNOW

ikBOUT INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION TO THIS AREA ANDINITIATE A COURSE

Op ACTION?
,

Informal arrangements do exist currently between generic agencies

and menralmretardation agenies in serving tentally,retarded adults. In

summary, some examples of theae as cited previOndty include links between

community college and mental retardatlon agencies,in Colorado and in

,

tiorthern Virginia. And links between a udiversity, City Parks and Recreation

Department and 4 mental retardatidn agency as in Charlottesville, Virginia..
y

Although these"arrangements are excellent txampl f coordination.at
,

ies.best and indeed speak highly of the agencies and inpviduals involved,

they are not proiliding an impact on service delivery beyond their

geographic locale. Roland Warren (1972) describes,c ies' verttcal
rt.

Patterns as its tiesito the larger society. These 4. es are incTeasingly

4

prWalent today. Vertical patterns are,suppottea by bureaucracies and'

formal structures, and'are supplanting the foiMr horizontal patterns
-

to
. ,

which are characterized by symbiotic relationships and informal structure.

With thfs trend ip mind the challenge posed here is to bring this issue

to the attention ot-the iederal'government. The rationale for lifIlorig.

learning and for educating mentally retarded adults exflits.4 suCcess

,'of demonstration prolects for, teaching pentally retarded adults speaks
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ejOr itseolf. rhe_new lifelong lea ling legislation (P.L. 94-,482) has

been set in motiod.

NA,

The time t4ly has come: What remains is,
P

eed for local,

practitioners to expand tReir visions, to be willing to step out of

their local servite deliVery ,schemata and to risk serving the nation

as a whole. Speciar edUcators add adult educators must join hands and

lead the way. The federal government will neej to provide the impetus

for i generic agency to include the mentally retarded person withi.n its

lission. All that appears left is to choose the building site and begin

to-brak ground.

0 kw'
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COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND MULTICULTURAL
EDUCATION

Donna Hager Schoeny

Introduction

This paper will examine four questions related to both community

education and multi-cultural ducation. The underlying premise is to

present a challenge to community ducators to expand their approaches

and use their "proCesses" to develop community education that truly reflects

their claims to serve "all the people" in a democratic way. In a

mixed ethnic society, education professionals are grossly jacking in

preparation, training, awarenees, desire, and mission to consider the

implications of diverse ethnictrepresentation in society and its implications

far education.

Th4 four basic questionsthat give rise to seyiral additional

dl

related questions, that will be discussed are:

1. What are the potential linkages, by definition, and/or
common concerns of Community Education and Multi-cultural
Educatioft?

2. With 'the assumption that community nvolvement is.essential
to bbth concepts, what does this involvement meapf

3. Now are teachers, the grass roots of professional Aucation,
to receive training in .community education and multi-cultural
education so that both concepts can be implemented?

4. Where does one start or where is the most effictive resource
for implementing community and/or multi-cultural education?
This question is discussed only through further questions.
Attempts to.answer this question would take another paper.
The purpose of this question is to further chapenge community
ducators to think about the area of multi-curtural education
as it relates to them and attempt to answer these questions.

84-
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Both areas, community education and multicultural education have

been recognized comparatively recently as focal points of concern in the

broader field of education. Community 4ducation has been rapidly developing

from a private foundation supported concept in the 1930's, to an expanded

"federally' legislative program at present. Concern for multicultral

education, first evidenced in the earlyAcivil rights movements, has

seen rapid growth, and also is reflected with federal legislative support,

the most significant perhaps being the Ethnic Heritage Studies Act of 1972

which became Title IX of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

Prior to federal support, many efforts existed hut were not as visible as

in the mid 1970's. With the recent highlighting of these concepts, many

writings have produced many definitions. A composite of these definitions

that suggest relationships or linkages will Serve as references for each

component to answer the initial basic question of What are the potential

linkages and/on concerns between Copunity Education and Multi-Cultural

Edbcation?

Community Education has been defined in may ways by many writers,

but examination of these definitions indicates common elements necessary

for the concept. Brier defiftitions consistently refer to "process":

(Seay, 1974, p. 11) "Community education is the process that achieves a

balance and a use of all institutional forces in the education of the

people - all of the people - of the,comMUnity." The phrase "all of the

people" has implications fo`r multi-c3ural consideration.- Are community

education prorgrrf tat ,utilize this definition concerned with reaching

"all" people reflected'in repyesentation from "all" ethnic and socio-economic

groups particip4ting?

90
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Minzey and LeTarte, 1972 explored the definitions of community

education to combine the various ingredients and stated:

Community Education is a philosophical concept which
serves the entire community by providing for all of the
educational needs of all of its community members. It

uses the local school to' serve as the catalyst for bringing
community resources to bear on community problems in an
effort to develop a positive sense of community, improve
communIty living, and develop the community process toward
the end of self-actualization. (p. 10)

Minzey continues to elaborate on the ingredients as well as outline objectives
1

and methods for implementation. Again reference to "all community members"

and "process" are included but no connection or relation to multi-cultural

aspecs are mentioned. In an enumeration of the objectives of community

education, Minzey addresses the attempts to identify community problems

and find solutions involving the school4u,a8suming a new, active role in

social issues.

Reimstra (1972, p. 30-31) notes that suc'cessful community education

programs will reflect eke unique pature of the community served. If

li--education truly served the uniqueness of diverse communities the: thnic

and socio-economic features would be refleced in educational practi es
0

in the schools. A simple example could be seen in the type of programs

offered in adult education. If in a predominately Spanish speaking

neighborhood, high school completion was an identified need that the

school sought to address dhd all classes were in English only, would this

truly reflect the need of the community and reflect cultural considerations?

A sewing coursqofferea in am area where no one has sewing machines would

not reflect socio-economic considerations of a particular community. Although

these could be perceiVed as an eXpanded role of the school, has it met any

really community needs?

v
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Decker, 1972 does not precisely define community eduoation but

alludes to its use to make education relevant and accountable; also to its

adaptability and flexibility:

. . . Instinsic in the community education philosophy is
the belief that each program should reflect its specific community,
and the dynamic and self-renewal processes in the philosophy
demand that changes and modifications occur as times and problems
change. Thus, there is diversity in community educatfon programs.
p. 2)

This diversity is a part of the strength of the concept. If diversity in

the concept is stressed, than the inherent potential for addressing

.diversity in communities or neighborhoods remains open and possible.

Communities are not static and any educational philosophy that includes

"community" must remain dynamic and ready to evolve with the community.

In reiewing these definitions the two elements most relevant to

milti-cultural education and ebe ones that will be further developed through-

out this paper are "process" and references to "all" members of communities.

a

At first examination community education appears to have the potential of

being a panacea for all education concerns. This may be the case, however,

in its continuing developmental efforts, many factors remain as obstructions

before it could be offered in this light. One barrier is the evidence of

truly meeting community needs hat can be examined in light of ethnic and

,

socio-economic concerns.

When looking at definitions of multi-cultural education and

attempting to relate them to community education, elements, per se, do not

.surface as succinctly; overlapping needs and approaches that can be examined

as common concerns begin to emerge.

The,most Widely used definition is the AACTE statement entitled

One Model American" (Journal of Teacher Education):
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Multicultural education is education which values cultural
pluralism. Multicultural education rejects the view that
schools shOuld seek to melt away cultural differences or
that schools merely tolerate cultural pluralism . .

Cultural diversity is a valuable reiource that should be
preserved.and extended. (p. 264)

This statement rejects the "melting pot" view of America ,and

affirms the recognition and acceptance of diverse cultural groups and

communities. If this is the current focus for education, community education

has the responsibility to acknowledge and reflect diversity in its

attempts to influence the educative process.

A more explicit definition, recognizing what multi-cusltural

education is not, is stated by White, 1973:

The demand for multicultural education should not bft_
ionstructed as a demand for 'separate but equal' educatilsal
,Eut.for cultural diversity. Multiculturalism in education
rejects segregation of any kind and is a means of teaching
all children to know and respect all Americans rather than
Only some . . . (p. 225)

To accoNplish the'goal of teaching childten to respect "all," education

of the community, for understanding, involvement, and support is implicit.

Education in this sense means teaching, and in the process learning frcim,

community members, the same concepts that are being exposed to the children.

If students are being taught values in school that are negate0, or not

supported at home, acceptance will be difficult 'and a conflict situation

for the student will result. The emphasis is on "all" - not minority

or any other special population, a similar element found in community

edutation definitions. Carl Grant presents a pertinent issue in the

definition of multicultural educationc He recommends."that the term given

to the educational process in a culturally and socially pluralistic

,

society not be called 'multicultural education' because this-term implies
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d narrow, limiting, and supplementary concept and focus." The connotation

of multicultural education is that of an add on "program" often confused

with ethnic studies or other types of "tepee and chitlings" approaches

to dealing with diversity. Grant's approath suggests a permeation of the

entire educational process predicated upon the statement:

Given an understanding of the nature of human differences
and the realization that, individuals fppioach.concepts from
their own perspective, advocates of education that is
multicultural are consistent in their belief that respect
for diversity and individual differences is the cencral
ingredient of the concept. (p. 48)

As the definition is expanded and explained; the principles reflect the

necessity for community involvement and participatiOn, education programs

that are muleicultural must
i

by their very nature, actively'involve

individuals of different racial and cultural backgrounds; participation)by

such individuals is essential. This type of participation is an excellent

example of one of communixy education's basic tenets of affecting K-12

education process through community participation.

The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development in a

recent publication (Grant, ed., 1977, p. 3) addressed the concerns of

multicultural education. (Their inttrpretation of the concept is:

. . a humanistic concept based on the strength of,diversitx, human

rights, social justice, and alternative life choices for all people." The

essenti.algoals listed include developing.interaction of people and

experiences or diverse cultural groups thaC is.positive and pr.oductive.

This suggests the neetd to go beyond the walls of a schoOl building to

effectively implement mutlicultural education. One of the ASCD's illustrative
0

suggestions for application includes ". . . InStitate a system of shared

govelhance in the schools, in which'all groups can enter equally in the
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learning and practicf of d mocratic procedures." Governance and shared
)

decision-making are crucial'concerns in education tOday \but of particular

interrst to those'interested in community and multicultural education.

14ost definitions of multiculairal education share the

common element of affecting all people in society. To,do this it is

essential to involve community in the process. Would 4t be possible

to define either community education or multiCultural education by

eliminating either "all" or "process," in the use of the actual work or

the inherent implft7ations of the words? These words also reflect the

premise on which this country was founded. If education is the purveyor of

cultural heritage, ideals, values, and knowledge and is affected by

social conditions, "influenced by cultural values, the political

system, the economic order, and social stratification," (Clark, 1963, p. 4443)

.rAft,s4s

then conlipts represented in multicultural and community education must

\
be addressed. They represent the cutelng edge of societal'change This

often presents a dilemma:

Pub-lic schools are frequently torn between two poles.
As the purveyor.of the nation's cultuial heritage, they'
are Inevitably conservative but a potential instrument
of social betterment, they are n r constant pressure to
improve the society.,Tround them. Cobbs, 1977 p. 18)

Many concerns surround the entire field (4-educcion, the next question

addresses some of these concerns.

With the assumpSion that community involvement isipssential to both

conce.ts the second question is what does involvement mean? It is

decision-making? control? governance? volunteers in the classrobm?

participation? PTA or 0? sch board? A clear answer is not to be .

attempted here, rather the eM-phasis'will be placed on some degree of

'(

participation in deciifon making and governance. Participation,is often

o
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confused with control, a controversial, polarizing idea. Control by

any singlk group does not alusays reflect meeting the needsof a

representative majority In a local setting. A shared decision making

process through involving lay citizens in educational matters is what is

advocat,I here as the most effective way for education of all kinds to

meet e needs of its constituency. Educators must share this responsibility

in 4n open, non-threatened manner if they are to avoid community control

incidences by irate ,citizen,groups as evidenCed in the Ocean-HIll

Brownsville Experiment. The cr .3
,

tion of this district was an attempt

to meet demanded participation. However, it was done with miscommunicat

with the public in the midst of an existing controversy. (Fantini and

Giftell, 1969, pp: 44.2-445) The results of this situation caebe viewed

as the lack of a planned, developed, on-going, and organized attempts

at-community involvement in educational decision making.

-146Cational decision making must be seen as a part of the

political arena surrounding education. The government structure in

eduCation is, in most states, a result of non-partisan politics, usually

controlled by the supper socio-economic strata of A community. Clark

(1963) cites three reasons for this:

1) priviledged social strata need less Inducement to
bring them to the polls, thus candidates supported by active
and organized middle-classes fare preportionately better;
2) candidates depend on business organizations and private
individuals for campaign contributions; and 3) with no RIrty

distinguishing characteristics, prevoter information is mire

important when entering the voting.booth:, (..109)

Since the, Means of communieatione mosC often disproportionately
A

N. controlle y the wealthier segments of the population, the poorer strata
,^

r

131.
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are disadvilltaged. With thi.p. type of information, the communtty educatvr

athe-multicultural
educator must work within a political system to

accomplish their goals. If commumity education viewed its position

as one interacting in.a mtcro-political process toward school governance

then it would accept the change that "community education can become the

vehicle for development of a community political s.tructure to maintain

, local influence in decision-making and making those policies more

representative of the community." (Hager and Tobias* 1977). .Only

through an approach such as this wilt multicultural education become

a teality. Traditionally, institutiona do not respond favorably to

alternittive Dams of education, ecoriomic reform, and social reform but

44S

political infl ce can protect change. Democratic principles insist
,

on power diffusi , as Iannaccone quoted Bachrach (1967):

The crucial issues,of democracy ill not the composition

of the elite . . . for the man od the botton it makes

little difference whettler the command emanated from an elite

of the rich and wellborn or from an elite of

workers ind farmers. Instead tee issue is

whether° democracy can diffuse power' suffikently
throughout all walks of lire, a justifiable feeling that they

have the power to pal4sicipate in decisions which affect

themselves and the coaion'life of the community, especially

the immediate cOnimunity in which they work and spend most.of

their working hours and energy. (p. 92)

In keeping with democratic.principles and politickl real ity, as,it relates

4

to multicultural education one must accept the realizatIon that it is not

only ethnic nirifOrities that are being alienated, bureaucratized, Or

depersonalized by today's society but:

all of es are being sized and ffited to seCktof specifications'

that are eiaentially depersonalizing and destructive to human

individuality. In a very real sense, members of the majority

culture or dominant,segment_of society are just16 invalidated

as individuals as are members of minority groups and% culture.

(Grant, 1977, p. 2)
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The point here 14 that in reco'gnizing multicultural eAucation,

each person must be accorded respect, regardlea f the Social, ethnic,

cultural, and religious background. This is a,concern for everyone and

*

participatory decision making in school governance fa one vehicle to

ensure.this.
.

A third question arises related to training. am are teachers to

\

-

receIve training in community education and multicult4ral 'education so that

both concepts can b implemented? Teacher preparation (pre) and in-service

41s an area dealt with widely in multicultu,1 education,and only limited-

incommunityeducation..However, both areas are heavily dependent on teachers

Pfor effective imPlementation, but training in.either area is not presently

a requirdment in most state certification mandates& Strides are being

.made to change the present situation based on increasini--evidenee that

these areas are crucial Eo teacheCtrqining.

Communities vary sociologically,..economically, and
culturally. Teachers need to understand the type of community
ini which thd students live if they.are,to help students in their
understanding'of their environment . . . the community

should (sip) be involved in detdimining both wha,t is taught
and the method of teaching. The community should be viewed as \
a'resource to the school. Hager; 19771p. 3)

However, it Would appear naiv o suggest that teachers wiil demand or even

accept taining in either area unless the concept has)beed'accepted or

sanctioned by some other.group. This,may be part of the challenge to

comiuniEy educdtors to apply their process skills in the larger olitical

arena of education and influence univetsities and state departments of

1

education so that they have'a lasting impact on teacher preparation.

Most teachers are hesitant to become actively involved in efforts to

inyolve community members in their classroom because they had little or

. 4

98
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no training in this area. The fame is/true for iMplementing multicu1tura4

education, eachers are crucial but 1 ck training. Tbis issue"has been
k

addressed in several publications related'to multi.cultural education.

One of the most practical apprbachee utilizing the community is

demonstrated by Arciniega (1977) in the following list of requirements
1

fon an effective teacher in multicultu'ral educcion:

I) A recognition of the legiimate role that paTents
have in the educative process.

2) A readiness to participate in a variety of the
minority community aetivities.

3)_ A desire to involve minority parents and community
resident's in,school-community programs.

4) A knowledge,and understanding of the minority comMunity
and its dynamics.

5) N recognition that genuine commtillity involvement in
school related activities can be a positiye asset rather

than a liability.

6) A willingness to receive guidance and support from members
of the minority community regarding the special needs of

their children.

7) An organizational facility and skill in sponsoring
community service projects and programs to benefit the

target community.

8) (In short) a genle sensitivity to the qesires and needs

of the target minorify communities which his/her school
4serves.

The word minority could be omitted and the skills required should be

necessry for every teacher. Further evidence of the concern for multicultural

education is reflected in the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher

Education's (NCATE) receritly,adopted standard.on MUlticultural Education:

(2.1.1 and 6.3 Long Range Planning)

a,
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Standard (2.1.1) the institution gives evidence of
planning for multicultural education in its teacher education
cWrricula including both the general and professional studies

cbmponent (p. 4).

.
..The institutional community will particiate in

conducting such studies and in projecting plans for
the long-range development of teacher education. In addition

the long-range plan of the institution reflects a commitment

to multicultural education STANDARD: (6.3) The institution

had plans for the long-range development of teacher education;

these plane are part of a-design for total institutional
development': (p. 11),-

To effectively implement this standard in teacher preparation,

universities must involve the larger community of which it is a part,

realizing that the community has something of value to contribute.

Tyson (1973) cites fourteen recommendations thaf, if implemented, will

have some positive effect on the ability of the unIversity and the

community.to create the conditions undeY which a culturally pluralistic

society can evolve. For example:

he university4.should be a source of technical assistance

that enables the community p) develop the methodology and

techniques to institutionalize its knowLedge and capabilities

of a marketable community.

The community must organize and structure itself so that its

pubt1cs can make a positive-contributiont to the community's

dialogue with educaelonal institutions concerning.goals and

objectives. N,

Communities should negotiate the inclusion of their

existence itid activity as an essential part of the educational.

proc.ess.

This type of interaction witil ebe community is not pregently

included in the reorganizatiOn of most universities. NoWever, if they

are to meet the NCATE standard, respond to the needs of society, become

accountable, ant effegtive4y prepare teachefs'for a pluralistic society,

then they must explore alternatives, such as these, to their present methoda.

to0
.1
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The results of universities failing to meet the needs of their

community can be exemplified by a situation' that arose in Ann Arbor,

Michigan. The school district was deeply concerned about.the ability of

teachers to respond to multi-ethnic curriculum needs. After a.study of'

the situation by teachers, parents, administrators, and community residents,

the following statement was adopted by the Board of Education:
4

Beginning in the 1972-73 school year, no student
4

teacher shall be accepted by the Ann Arbor Schools unless
he can demonstrate attitudes necessary to support and create
the multi-ethnic curriculum. Each such student teacher must
provide a document or transcript which reflects training in
or evidence of substantive understanding of the multi-ethnic
or minority experience. (Baker, 1976, p. 2)..

The University of Michigan School of Education has no evidence of

multi-ethnic/cultural education in the formal curriculum but did have

approximately one thousand students who had to meet this requirement in

less than six months. 'A temporary arrangement for the current sahool year

was negotiated with a workshop format being an acceptable interim approach.

The SChoof Of Education then seriously planned and adopted specific

mulIticultural objectives in their curriculum for preparing tgachers.

The above example is used to provide fuither raeionale for the

critical necessity of universities attending seriously to both multiculturkl

education and coMmunftTeducation.

-

The final ques. tton is where does one start,or where is the most

effective reiource for implementing community and/or multicultural4education?

Is it federal mandates? The federal government.has been historically, more

responsive to meeting societies' changing educational needs. They are not

subject to-local political pressures or the web of bureaucratic structures

.
locally. If the responsibllity is left to the federal government, is this in

keeping with the eenets of community education and local involvement in

0/
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educational decision mak14? How does one initiate convergence of two

trends in education that have begun and depend on oppositve forces;

community education focuses on local problams, involvement and politiaal

structures, multi-cultural education is embedded in "society-at-large"

concerns and federally imposed?

4

Should the impetus be at the grass roots level? Can community

members influence education when teachers have not been trained. or pfepared

in these. areas? \Lin community members organize themselves anough to impact

the stoic university to make it responsive to their needs? Schools are

naturally resistant to change or innovation. What is the-best way to

overcome this? .1

Should teacheis take the initiative and demand training in these

areas from th schalpl district (in-service) and/or the university '(pie-

seV-vice) (assuming the vague possibility)? Or should they organize-and

attempt implementation with community support and involvement? Shoul&

they begin with cihriculum revision' and student oriented approaches?
Oa

Would the university be able to influence state credentially

procedures to affect requfrements in these areas? Or,should the state,

supposedly 134 responsible for education, require univeesities to include 4

theSe requirements? Cr is a national association the logic-al one to

affect both? Can universities work with local school districts and

communities collaboratively to implement change?",

re"

The answers to these questions are not presently clear. Any of

the abOve entioned groulis, may prove to be the most effective change

agent. The near futuA should'produce evidence of the most workable

solution.

1 02
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More questions are rztitsed when bath cancept'ks, are considered.

Is multicultural educatibn dependent on community education or vict versa?
4

To what extent, if any, do the two areas need to interrelate to be

successful? Is community involvement in education without regard for

socio-economic/ethnic consideration satisfactory for either concept?

How does onenvolve community in educational decision-making ensuring

representation from all strata to ensure meeting unique cdommunity needs?

Are different involvement strategies and techniques necessary *to involve

minority community members than the majority? If so, what are they?

The answers to these questions will only be found through further

research and experimentation both of which are essential in ducation today.

This further examination may find the two areas, at th... point

in time,"are not ready to collaborate or cooperate. ,New programs or

-

concepts usually begin with an isolationist approach until they "get their

'act together." This may be the state ogl the art for the present and'the

near fupure. It is the hope of this author thkt if we are still isolated,

in either field, that the challenge to broaden our horizons and initiate

- . ...- .

-, )

progress toward collaboration will be accepted by professionals in community °

and multi-cultural education.

f

4'
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Introduction
4

Community education--many things 0 man'Y people. What is it?

That depends on who you ask. Basicallly, the writer believes tosmiunity

education is a philosophy with many components. One component which the

writer believes could have the greatest long-range affect on the community

and its citizens, yet, the component which seems to be the most difficult

to develop, is the K-12 program.

The writer believes the K-12 component should; (a) identify

educational needs of students as well as the community and respond to those

COMMUNITY EDUCATION IN THE K-12 PROGRAM

Madonna Pettit

)

needs; (b) should utilize the community as tn.educational resource laboratory

as well as be an educational resource-to the community, and (c) give consideiation

to recent research findings about learning and its environmental influences.

The philosophy of Lndividual teachers should be congruent with-.the

school system's overall philosophy which should in turn reflect the attitudes,

feelings, wants, needs, ali desires of the citizens of the Community.

Schools and communities are dynamic entities which must adjust to

each other in order to make meaningful progress in solving educational

problems. To achieve quality education for all, both must be prepared to

grow and change. (Deshler & Erlich, 1972).

IS COMMUNITY EDUCATOIN, ASIT RELATES TO THE K-12
CURRICULUM, REALLY A NEW CONCEPT?

Although the term community education is new and'unfamiliar to

many, the philosophy oe-lhe K-12 component has surfaced many times through

Ib6
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the years as educators have attempted to make learning more practical. As

early as the 130 Century, a movement referred to as "educational realism"

wak taking place in France. The movement emphasized that the curriculum

be concerned with vital life needs of individuals and society..

Furthermore, experience with concrete ngs and with, social problema were

thought to be a major me d of learning. In the 18th Century, Jean Jacque

4i4h(
Rousseau advocated the life-ce ered curr culum was essential for individuals

to be functi.pning, contributing members of society. Herbert Spencer, an

English philosopher, believed the purpose of the central curriculum of

education was to prepaee individuals for complete living. (Olsen & Clark, 1977).

In America in 1899, John Dewey's School and .Society stressed the

responsibility of the schoottO improve community as well as to educate the
,

child. In 1911, the National Society for the Study of Education identified

one aspect of success as bringing the school in touch with the community

at as many points as possible by having the school relate itself to some

form of helpful work that may be appreciated by the community. (Olsen &

Clark, 1977).1

The list goes on. ,Studies have.been made; proclamations have been

made that.schools should interact with the community, that educatot's need

w to avail themsflves of resources in the.community in order to fulfill the

,

purpose and goal of education: Even the NEA, in their Sever Cardinal Principles

(1918), stated that schools do not exist to teach subject matter as stich, a

but instead should teach.abbut tille problems of Learning to live successful.,

wholesome, and creative lives. (Olsen & Clark,'1977).

To define the K-12 component would set boundaries. In Community

education there are no boundaries, no guidelines to be worked within,

. 1
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only ideas and cOncepts which serve as.tools in developing individual

philosophies. How community education iMpacts K-12 will be as different

as the number of communities and the individuals invo1ved.in the process.

)1,earning may be seen as Lessinger (1978) sees it--a kaleidoscope

of experiences formed around training, educative, and celebrative experiences--

a move away from institutionalized education toward free-flowing patticipation.

It may also be seen as a new form of education, an added dimension to the

present system that can be implemented by'using the process used to implement

all components of Community Education (Warden, 1978). Olsen (1978) advocates

changing the curriculum by dropping the'traditional core program and replacing

it with a life-centered curriculum which would require one to two thirds

of the student's time and the remainder could be.spent in work, Work
-

experiences, field trips, or related activities.

Among community educators themselves there are differences of

opinion as to the dpgree of change which,should tkke place. I would think

that somewhere between the traditional currtculum and Olson's life-centered

curriculum, a comfortable balance could be reached that would address the

needs of all concerned.

IS THE PRESENT TRADITIONAL.CUkRICULUM ADEQUATE?

Education isgoing on all around us. Schools are open. Students

must attend until age 16. 50% of all high 3chool stddents continue some

form of higher education. But does it meet the needs of those involved

in the system?

To'those,whb perceive education as the K412 curriculum in tHe

2' x 4 x 6 x 9 concept (Olson, 1978), the answer may be yee. To those who

Os
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see education as_a life-long pxocess encompassing community invol ement and

learning, it clearly is not.
Jr.

Community education advocates that learning is a life-long process

and that the curriculum of tbe schools should address the.past for

perspectIve and insight in order that studedts will be Able to deal with

the present and prepare for the future. It should beAdving artd learning

in the home, the school and the outside world. Community educators recognize

tfiat the traditional high school curriculum is not for everyone, that it is

not a "cUre-all", and everyone doesn't nee is--at least/not in its present

Changes are taking Place, attempts to/improve the educational system

are being made. As change occurs, the government has responded with

legislation and appropriations for the new directions of ed&ation. In the

l950s and 60's federal legislation allocated funds to strengthen science
Uc

and math programs. In the 197 , the emphasis has been on career and

vocational education--recogniti that there is a need for skill development

at the high school level. Funds have also been appropriated to develop

community education.- Resources needed to accomplish these changes? Money,
4

Community educators advocate that one of the greatest resources to educators

has yet to be tapped--the community, something you can't put a price on.

Education should be learning from experiences and being able to use

those exPbriences as tools to develop skills for learning and problems solving

through life. Learning should be transferrable. The community is and should

*be urd as a laboratory for learning. (Olson, 1978).

Society is alway changing, as is business, industry, technology

and life styles, and problems surface as these.changes occur. Curriculums

1 09
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can respond to vocational and careei training by offeripg subjects which

aflow students.an opportunity to develop specific skills. But in the
-

writer's opinion there are many more needs of students whin- canhot be met

by qmply.adding another course to school programs. Education has not

dealt witiistudents themselves, as individuals, by\attempting to

relate tileir 1-.,-erning in school to every day life.

Th
c

e traditional schoo; curriculum is designed to measure co nitive

learning. Students. who develop,cogni.tive skills early experience success
-..

in school and excel. Students who don't are left out, get left behind,
4

iare unable to succeed. Failure-breds failure lust as easily as success

breeds success. To limit the curriculum and its design is to discount

other learning that is not as easily measured.

In a survey of teachers, conducted in 1972, 54 percent reported

sfudent disruption in their classroom.to b a problem of moderate to
4

critical propesnity, violence and vandalisin'in the schools is on the rise,

which directly affects education; and the high school drop-out rites increased

by 11.7 percent from 1970-1973. (Senate Subcommittee, 1975).

The Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency conducted

an intensive investigation of school violence and vandalism to identify some

source of the4rob1ems !Ind to suggest ways educators could deal with them.

Through.the Subcommittee hearings,it was evident that three areas which have

a significant effect on problems in school are: (a) problems involving

home environment, (b) severe unemployment Wmong.young people, and (c) lack of

adequate recreational activities. From 1964-1977 juvenile ciime in America

has increased 246.5 percent; crime against property by youth has gone up

104.6 percent;'50 percent of all violent crime and 80 percent of all property

crime are being comiitted by persons under 35 years of age. (Senate-Subcommittee, '

1977).
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'It would be u9fealistic to think the schOols were the sole cause

of the problem or that they could solve all the problems. But schools

can contriNI" to the solution by formulating progrpms and policies that

can deal Alectivelymith these conditions. Truancy, suspension, and

expulsion are on the increase--get the kids out of Ole school if they cause

problems. Unfortunately, h s not a solution to t I e problems that exist

in schools, at least not a' long-range solution. Studies have shown much

of the vjolence and vAndalism is caused by intruders. Often students

who have been suspended, expelled, or skipped school for the day return

to cause problems. t's not enough to deal with the immediate problem

in the classroom; educators must first understand whAt the real problem is

and why it exists. Are students bored, unmotivated, not stimulated, find

the subject matter irrelevant? 'If so, why? And isn't that the ,real problem?

Attempts are being Made to break away from the traditional academic

programs. The alternative education movement; which,has grown since the
10

mid-sixties to over 5,000 schools, recognizOs that the traditional academic

model does not meet all students' needs and aspirations. It rec.ognizes

that students find the traditional approach to learning unrewarding and

frustrating; and that by providing a.mote personal and meaningful learning

environment, Tidents become more involvea, feel less alienated'and

frustrated--which is so often found to be the root of many educational

problems. In,the alternative school program, students and parents participate

in the design and implementAtion of acitvities and gc4ls. With this approach,

students can identify with And take responsibility for their own programs.

Directors of these schools report less truancy, less vandalism, fewer

discipline problems and less absenteeism.
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Many of the concepts el coMmunity education e t in the Tech 300

001 program, originelly begun at Arsenal Technical High School in Indianapolis,

Indiana. Th essence of the pr4ram is a coordihated management approach

to the delivery of a variety of services to young people. The Tech 300

program integrates the traditional school curriculum with many social

services7-drug abuse education, health 7unseling, others which are

designed to respond to students' de/ds. The program has'found the

participating students improved academically, attendance 'was better, and

they had a better feeling about the school.

Another commUnity in San Jose, California, which had been experiencing

serious problems with violence and vandalism, implemented a program based

on the community education concepts. ,Results? Schoot-community relations

improved, respect and loyalty of the student body was greater,'-everage

grades and attendance improved, and the number of discipline referrals

descreased.

These'schools have opened their doors to their community and the

,v
results are what community educators expect. In these changing times, NO,

tpo traditional curriculum,is no longer adequate.

WHY HAVE COMMUNITIES WHO HAVE COMMUNITY EDUCATION NOT--
MENDED THE CONCEPT INTO THE K-12 PROGRAM?

Some considerations might be (a) traditionally, schools have been

isolated--only in the past few yearn have educators been challenged;

(b)P schools look in, not out. They are concerned with curriculum to be

learned in the school rather than with the child learning it;- (c) too much

emphasis has been on the role'of'the school in the child's education rather

)12
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than 'seeing home and communiiy as having significant'impact. (Melby, 1978

Other reasons.mfght be that (a) schools have failed to Include

as part of their community educatiod philosophy, thejsimum utilization

of human, physical, and financial resources to prolilde learning experienced;

(b) there is a lack of active comtypity educatiOn leadership in that community

educators' roles are not such that they can facilitate and assist other

education leaders and administrators toward an operational philosophy of

community education. Leaders need to organize and implement their

instructional program and be responsible faculty members for community-centered

learning experiences; (c) the presytt organizatkonal.and administrative
A

("",

modejs for community education separate community education coordinators

from schabl'administrators--they're just an extension of the present program.
7

(Clark, 1978).

In the writer's recent experience, (having talked with numerous

State Departments and University Centers who provide training and technical

assistance to communities who impfement the Community Education concept)

the least developed component is the K-12 program. It was also noted that

95% of the Community Educa;.ion communities have.the support of the school

board, the superintendent, and the principals, and generally have a

coordinator system-wide or assigned to individual buildings. It would

appear that the systems involved have either not incorporated the K-12

program into theirphilosophy or the iddividual schools' and teichers'

.philosophies, goals and objectives are not congruent with the system's.

To adopt the philosophy that community educat,ors advocate is to

change, and change is difficulty. It involves risk. To accept new ideas,

4

tO share class dxperiences with others, teachers give up something; and,
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unlike tlx shared Elpace toncept, they don't got soInething tangible in return.

Teachers give up power, cOntrol, and are moTe ymlnerable to criticism

because they are more visible. To implement the concept would require

more teachei time fot planning, and in many cases require refichers to

facilitate activities which they have notbeen t ined for.

Innovations and new ideas.need L) be coor'inated, planned, and

developed over a period of time. The effects will not necessarily be

measurable and the succpss may not come overnight. Teachers need time

for training and reconditioning. To adopt an innovative idea without dealing

with the style of teaching is unsound strategy.

There is little dou t that in order to uyercome this barrier add

get teachers iavolved in the rocess, we must gaintemotional and psychological

commitment; and teachers need time and training'to be able to effectively and

successfully implement the chanO.

WHAT DOES THE COMMUNITY-C8NTERED/LIFE-CENTERED
CURRICULUM gAVE TO OFFER?

The community-centered/life-centered curriculum is an attempt to

narrow the gap between the school and the real world. 4 It identifies

interdependence of life in an attempt to inspire in students positive

attitude's, humanistic ideals) respect for others, and understanding of

individual values to society. (Schofield, 1975) It is.recognizing the

need for bal6ic skills, but addressing thse needs through creative and

innovative metbods of motivation. (Schofield, 1978). Community-centered/

life-centered curriculum Identifies basic skills beyond the traditional

3 R's. It also encompasses responsibipty, integrity, and compassion

just'gs basic to ,successful and productive living. (Watson, 1978).

,
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Comnianity-centered/life-centered curriculum cant for involving
4

the comiUnity in education--bringing the community into the classroom as

parent volunteers, representatives of business and industry, agencies of

the community'as well as letting the'students out to see Ehe real world.

To make learning practI'çal is to involve students in identifying

)
1\

relevant aspects of subjects and how the subjects relate o them; tp invOlveA

them in llecision making is an attempt to combat the lack of motivation that

4Is so prevalent in schools today. Students' scores on standardized teses

continue to fall--not necessarily an indication of abllity, bui possibly

an indication of lack of intereets.

The writer beideves teacher training/reconditioning is a vital

element if compoulty education is going to impact the tradtional curriculum.

If teachers will only open their classroom doors, the whole educational

process tan be more rewardrhg and learning can be greatly enhanced by the

wealth of resources that lie outside the school walls.

In a community-centered classroom setting in Florida, nine and

ten Srear old students Orticipated in a work experience prograr utilizing

0,
community resources outside the classroom: It was found that the students

-

who performed in tt4 program actually did better on staridafdized tests

than those who did not. Comparisons were also made examining differences"
'

in language arts achievement between low-participation and high-participati;bn

ft

students. The mean change for high community invOlved students was 2.563 gOde

equivalences, while the mean change for the low community involved was only

0.900.

1
Forty years ago the Eight Year Study, conducted by the Progressive

Education Associatión measured the abiliby of students of progressive schools

, 1 5

k
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to succeed in collegai Those students lacked the sixteen Carnegie units

and instead had been in a high school program which was centered around

student irterests. The findings were impressive: (a) they were not handicapped

in their college work, (b) they were just as ready to accept the responsibilities

IWO

of c-ollege study, (c) their achievement In college yas distinctly higher

than students Of equal ability with whofb they Were compared. (Olsen, 1972).
4

These data support what community edhation's K-12 component is all abLt--

education beyond the 2x4x6x9 concept.

Where can we go from here? We've ioffntified prIllems, proposed

solutions, are aware of barriers to change and partially understand them.

Can we go one step further and develop a process and.training programs for

practical application ot the concept? After all, to adopt an innovative

idea without dealing jp'tth the style of teaching is not dealing with the

Os'quality of learning.

1 6
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CERTIFICATION: AN ISSUE OF CONCERN

Nick Cianourakos

Introduction

Ensuring the quality of uofessionalization is a critical concern

in any field. 'Among the various m thods o

rWgistration of members by,professional organizations, the issuance of

professional licenses, and certification, to mention a few.

lequality control" are pcluded:

4

the certificatton issue is becoming a widely dobated consideration

in many fields. Community education ls no exception. Primary emphasis has

focused, howeve on a discussion of the,gptentiatdadvantages and disadvantages

inherent in re uirin's certification for communi/ty education personnel%

(Anderson and Terrell 1975, Olsen 1978, Weaver 1978)

As a result, the focus of the present inquiry is not to debate the
0

certification issue. Rather, the paper is addressed to the reader who has

made, or is leaning toward t'ke decision of opting for, the certification

route. For present purposes certification will be defined as the process

of legal sanctions enabling individuals wit proper credentials to practice

a yecific profession (UCEA Report, 1973 .

The major portion of the paper addresses four (4) questions which

should be studied by those interepted in establishing certification

requirements for the field. The purpose is not to prescribe tolutions $

to the question, but to aid the readet in further developing and explaining

his/her position, and in identifying behaviors Id actions based on the

position taken.

08.
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In this light, the individual not supporting certificatioa might

likewise find the inquiry valuable; since, before one can unequivocably make

(an informed decisipn on the certification issue, recognition of critical

questions, and the.development 0( responses (even though divergent) seems
.'

necessary. .

/"Althou'g ny non school-baSed models of community education have

(34. I

been deve'loped, and are still emerging, the majority of community education

efforts are still'centered'in the public schools. Ac(L. rdingly, the present I

AO*

discussion will be, limited in scope to the school based mociel, although

future_efforts should focus on non school based models as well.

RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY

In 1935 C.S. Mott, at the urging of Frank Manley, provided funds

to hire six (6) individuals to open the'schools of Flint, Michigan in the

evening. Since then, the field of community education has grown at a

phenomenal r,ate. A study conducted by the Mott Foundation (Kelly, 1975),

identified two thousand six hundred forty-seven (2647) community school
,

director; and three hundred eighty nine (389) system-wide coordinators in

eight hundred fifty school districts throughout the country.

With such rapid growth in so short.a per(ol of time, the provision of

competently trained personnel has,been difficult. Ala accelerated growth

in the number of comMunity education practitioners is also predicted. With

both State and Federal governments preparing to cOmmit funds to community,

education, the number of practitioners will increase silnificantly.

More specifically, the state of Virgipia Board of Education is

studying a proposal which, tf adopted And funded, will create two hundred (200)
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new positions for community education practitioriVrs over a fir year period.

This is only one example of many states' efforts.

At tbe Federal:level President Carter, on November 1, 1978 signed

c2)

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (E5EA), Title VIII of which

deals witil community education. Known as the "Community Schools and

Comprehensive Community Education Act of 1918," the newlaw authorizes

$479,000,000 over a five year period to support community education.. Of

this total, $120,000,000 can be provided to local education agencies, the

4

majority of which, in all probability, will be used tO hir personnel who will

implement the concept.

Such a large influx of ind4iduals into the field in such a brief

period of time necessitates the provision of meaningful training and a

process to insure some type of quality control. Certification, the

focal point of the present inquiry, is one such alternative. %

Moreover, interest in addressing the certification issue has been

expressed among community education practitiorers themselves. Efforts

4
are being made by community educators in the states of West Virginia,

Michigan, Oregon, and Minnesota to determine whether support for a process

of certification is advisable; and if so,\ how such a process might be

accomplished. In addition, the National.Community Education Association

(NCEA) has recently appointed a standing committee to study the certification

41

issue and report back to its membership.

CONSIDERAfIONS IN DEVELOPING A CERTIFICATION PROCESS
\

As indicated, the body of the present inquiry will focus on four (4)

questions which must be addressed by thoseindividuals involved in developing
01\



a certification process for cpmmunity education personnel. Further, the

reader will recall that the discusston is not an attempt to provide answers,

but to assist the reader in formulating his/her own response and, consequently,,

a related,course of action. A variety of other questions must be addressed

as well; however, time an4 space constraints'preclude_ a more comprehensive

treatment at this time.

KEY QUESTIONS

SHOULD CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS BE BASED ON THE
COMPLETION OF SPECIFIC TRAINING OR COMPETENCY BASED?

One need only briefly scan the certification manuals of state

departments of education-to realize that, in the majority of states,

certification requirements are based upon completed training, rather

than upon identified competencies. Several reasons for this can be

advanced. First, state departments of education have felt it more efficient

to identify institutions of higher education which provide training and

certify those individvls completing degree programs, or to identify specific

courses offered by those institutions (Jones, 1978). Second, in the field

of educatlon there has been no comton consensus as to the competencies required

by individuals functioning in specific positions, as there has been'in the

medical and legal professions (Glickman & Esposito, 1979).

Several drawbacks to certification based on completed training are

evident as well. The same course taught at different insitutions, or

even at the same institution by different instructors, varies greatly in

content, teaching strategies, and requirements. It is difficult, therefore,

to determine what completion of a speckfic course actually represets.



Additionally, institutions of higher education are not noted for adapting

their course work to meet ctonges in the field (Glickman & Espositg, 1979).,

Finally., the speciflc content for skills taught are determined primarily

by one pergon, the instructor, rather than ,by a board base of individuals.

Certification based upon competency offers several advantages.

Research has been undertaken to identify skills posyssed by successful

community education coordinators (Kliminski, 1974; Niles,-1974; Rohrer,

1975). If such skills can be collaborated and incorporated into cdurse

designed for training communiw education personnel, pdividuals entering

the field should prove to be more qualified. Also, if employers can determine

the competencies possessed by applicants, the selection process should be

significantly improved.

Several drawbacks to competency-based certification exist as well.

Studies (Berridge, 1969; Cole, 1975) indicate that competencies required

by successful community education coordifiators depend upon a variety of

factors. As a result, a Itst of competencies which might be appropriate

in all situations are difficult to identify. Furthermore, factors others

than competencies (e.g. personality) have a significant effect on the success

of coordinators. Therefore, merely identifying and developing competencies

does not ensure success.

I.

SHOULD INDIVIDUALS RECEIVING CERTIFICATION IN SCHOOL-BASED MODELS
POSSESS A BACKGROUND EN EDUCATION?

Since the focus of the present paper is limitedto school-based

models, and the majority of-community education efforip are sftoal-based,

the importance of this question is self-evident.

Proponents, that is those who feel that a backgrAind in educAion

is crucial, cite several reasons for their position. First, the ability

132
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of personnel to work closely With existing school staff is stressed as

vital. Accordingly, a background in education facilitates this endeavor.

Further, in the faceia#6'declining enrollments_manY districts are compelled

1
to develop Reducations'in Force (RIF) policy. Bringing in an individual

without a background inJeducation could cause resentment among the staff.

Moreover, proponents feel that in order to operate successfully community
,

education personnel must be familiar with the operation of t school

a feat which can only be accomplished tfirough proper training and experience

in the field of education.

Encouraging the influx of individuals without a background in education

offers several advantages as well- First, it provides an opportunity for

individualmowith different backgroupd and perception to view the situation

and present creative new solutions. Second, citizens and agencies in the

community are made aware that the schoas are broadening their focus: .

An alternative pathway, teat of interdisciplinary certification, has

been advanced by several authors (Anderson & Terrell, 1975; Nance, 1975).

WHAT SHOULD BE THE ROLE OF THE UNIVERSITY CENTERS
IN THE CERTIFICATION PROCESS?

Individuals concerned with the certificationsprocess identify

four (4) Phcondtions which mvst be met before certification is advisable

or practical for a,field.

1. A unique set of skills required of practitioners (Jones, 1978;
Sandberg & Weaver, 1977)

2. A discrete body of knowledge (Jones, 1978)

3. Job descriptions for each position (Jones, 1978)

'4- Institutions to provide training (Jones, 1978; Sandberg & Weaver,
1977).
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Each of the preconditioOs can be addressed by university centers

for community education. The first two are prob4ly the most critical,

yet the most difficult to execute.

University centers have already made strides in Identifying the
,...

unique set of skills which'might be required of community eaucation

practitioners (Nance; 1975; Watt & Lisisich, 1975; Johnson, 1975). Although

the results have yielded some common elements, a good many distinct

renditions have surfaced. A collective effort seems imperative in order

to arrive at an agreed-upon nucleus, at least, of competencies.

Being a relativély new field, community education has difficulty

identifying a discrete body of knowledge. A standar4-4efinition of

community education and an identification of its components is,still not

possible. University centers for community education can be instrumental

id developing this body of knowledge as well as in identifyirini the skills

required by community education practitioners.

0

WHO SHOULD BE INVOLVED IN ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAMING
. CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION'

PRACTITIONERS?

Education in the United States is a responsibility of the states.

If certification of cOmmunity education practitioners were,to be *established

it would be, therefore, a state responsibility which would, accordingly be

delegated to the state departments of education. Each state department

generally has an office of certification which is responsibre for

establishing and maintaining certification requirements of educational

-

personnel. These Offices solicit input from individualb in a'variety of

positions.
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The writer has identified individuals whose input might be solicited

in the process of developing certification requirements for community

education personnel. In each case, comments have been included, stating

both the value of imiolving the individual(s),Aand cautions conceKning their

input.

INDrVIDUAL(S)

Administrators and teachers

Citizens

Agency Rersonnel

Community Education
Personnel

VALUE

Since school-based coordinators
and-directors are part of the
school staff and mutt work with
the existing personnel, input
of thd latter in the certifi-
cation process would be
helpful.

Citizen involvement is
stressed in the community
education concept. It is,

therefore, logical to include
citizens in this phase of
community education endeavoics.

%

Since a large part of, his
coordinator's responsibility
is concerned with interagency
cooperation, it is important
that agencies have input.

Members in the field -should
be involved in establishing
criteria for the field.

CAUTION

These individuals
might attempt to
develop certification
requirements similar
to those for their
positions, and might
dot take into account
the unique character-
istics of the communit
education coordinator.

Although citizens may
be familiar with the
community education
concept and knowledge-
able about their
community, they may
not understand the
role of the community
education,coordinator.

Agency personnel may
not be familiar with,
or interested in the
other facets of a
coordinator's
responsibility.

They may attempt to
develop'process which
emphasizes criteria
possessed by those
already in the field
rather than on
criteria found by
research to b
valuable.



INDIVIDUAL(S)

University Personnel

State Department Personnel

4 VALUE

Since these individuals are
responsible for identifying
thi skills required by
practItioners, and providing

. the appropriate training,
their input iii valuable.

These individuals have had
experience in developing
certification requirements
ettld will be resOonsible for
administering'the process.

121

CAUTION

Univereity personnel
may try to develop a
certification process
which stresses the
value of university
training at the (

expense of other
valuable experiences.

State department
personnel may not be
open to new approaches.
toWard certification
whiCh might be
appropriate for
community education
coordinators.

Before a certification procees can be developed, those who will be

involved in establishing the'process must be identified. The individual

discussed heretofore are Only a partial li of those who might be involved.

The reader is encouraged to devel9p his/her own Iist, as well as.justification

for their selection. The size of the group, as well as the proportionate

representation from each category deserves serious consideration, as it will

significantly affect the outcome.

Conclusion

The questions raised and responses provided are meant to be illustrative

of the questions which must be addressed before an effegtive'certification

process for community educators can be developed. The ambitious reader will

be able to identify additional factors which require consideration.

The scope of the present paper has been limited in fqcus and affords

only a cursory, treatment of the topic. Efforts were made to stimulate the

reader's interest in the subject and generate further study. A variety of

resources are available to those interested in probing the issue further. Time

and space constraints however, prohibited their inclueion,in the present effort.

26
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